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ABSTRACT

RETHINKING EUROPEAN
INTEGRATION PROCESS IN THE LIGHT OF CRISES

Özoflu, Melek Aylin
M.S., Department of European Studies
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Sevilay Kahraman

July 2017, 166 pages

This thesis analyses European Union’s integration processes in the light of
EU’s cumulatively experienced crises within its sixty years old history. In this
way, it presents the importance of the crises in the European political
cooperation project. To this end, firstly it examines EU’s integration crises
along with its dynamics, main motives and imposed challenges against EU’s
harmony. Then it shifts its direction to the historical overview of the
integration crises stemming from different reasons. Such an overview helps
present concrete picture in acquiring the accumulation of EU’s crises that lead
the political project into the critical junctures. Lastly it explores most recent
internal and external crises of the EU. This thesis argues that EU’s crises have
iv

left no appetite for neither further deepening nor widening. While the EUwide debate is shifted from ‘integration’ oriented issues to ‘disintegration’
debates, EU has found itself in the vicious circle and chain of crises. In this
respect, this thesis argues that overcoming from these crises has largely
impeded the stream of integration.

Keywords: European Union, European Integration, Integration Crises,
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ÖZ

AVRUPA ENTEGRASYON SÜRECİNİN KRİZLER IŞIĞINDA
YENİDEN DÜŞÜNÜLMESİ

Özoflu, Melek Aylin
Yüksek Lisans, Avrupa Çalışmaları Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi

: Doçent . Dr. Sevilay Kahraman

Temmuz 2017, 166 sayfa

Bu tez Avrupa Birliği'nin entegrasyon süreçlerini, altmış yıllık geçmişi
boyunca yaşanan Avrupa Birliği'nin (AB) kümülatif krizleri ışığında analiz
eder. Bu şekilde krizlerin Avrupa siyasi iş birliği projesindeki önemini ortaya
koymaktadır. Bu amaçla, farklı nedenlerden kaynaklanan entegrasyon
krizlerinin tarihsel bakış açısı içerisinde incelenmesine yönelir. Böyle bir
inceleme, Avrupa siyasi projesini kritik dönüm noktalarına götüren krizlerin
birikimini somut bir tablo içinde ortaya koyar. Son olarak, bu tez AB'nin iç
ve dış krizlerini sorgular. Bu tez, AB'nin krizlerinin gelecek derinleşme ve
genişleme

perspektifleri

açısından

önemli

bir

katalizör

olduğunu

savunmaktadır. AB genelindeki tartışmalar 'bütünleşme' odaklı konulardan
'dağılma' tartışmalarına kayarken, AB kendini kriz zinciri içerisinde

vi

bulmuştur. Buna istinaden, bu tez, krizlerin üstesinden gelme inisiyatiflerinin
AB’nin entegrasyon hızını büyük oranda yavaşlattığını savunur.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Avrupa Birliği, Genişleme Politikası, Entegrasyon
Krizleri
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Crises have been always present in the European Union’s (EU)
history. They have been mostly defined as critical and uncertain moments for
European integration to which they bring either political, economic or
institutional challenges. Since dealing with these challenges mostly needed
new initiatives for bargaining between member states, challenges have been
accompanied with a change of the established system. Those kind of changes
whose directions are vague at the very beginning of the crises create moments
of uncertainty1. Thus, they pose a risk of temporary standstill process for
increased level of integration i.e. deepening and for increased number of
member states i.e. widening. In this respect, crises that the EU has
experienced so far have been mostly in different types and magnitudes with
regard to their impacts for European Integration. Accordingly, strategies and
methods applied for the solution of crises have been also diverging. That is
why crises are needed to be given special attention to fully acquire the
changing dynamics of the European political project. In this sense, crises have
significant role in the shape and formulation of what the Union of today has
become.
Crises are highly regarded as critical junctures for the future design of
the Union. The common-sense view is that crises move the EU into a new
cycle of forward movement. This notion of “forward through crises” is
common to EU integration discourse which assumes that widening and
deepening can occur simultaneously or that both of these dynamics can be
reconciled in the course of the European integration process. Therefore, the

1

Ross, G. (2011). The European Union and its crises: through the eyes of the Brussels' elite.
Springer, p.2.
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aim of this thesis is to reveal the impact of EU’s crises on its integration
process. Since, EU has been currently stuck more than ever by the ongoing
crises of every kind from political to economic, there has appeared a need to
shed the light on their repercussions to its agenda of integration crises. Here
it is of critical importance to highlight the fact that by increasing the number
of voices on the policy and decision-making process, its enlargement policy
has brought also its own peculiarities to EU’s deepening and widening
process. Enlargement can be a catalyst for further integration or for the policy
deepening and institutional reform of the Union. Enlargement can bring about
crises of adaptation that might however constrain these processes. As
problems and challenges are aggravated by the enlargement, its particular
challenges will be also referred. To this end, this thesis will basically
investigate how EU’s attitude towards prospective of further enlargement
have been shaped by the accumulation of different types of crises. It will also
cover the presentation of how these crises problematized EU’s further
enlargement and integration. Successive enlargements have served to
reinforce the nature of the EU polity as a value-based community with a
transformative power towards aspirant states. Yet, internally speaking, each
round of enlargement generated crises of adaptation as each expansion has
necessitated reconfiguration of EU institutions and revision of policies. These
types of crises were not confined to the early years, either. Indeed, the EU has
undergone a long and exhaustive process of Eastern enlargement with
intensive debates, discussions, and divergent preferences of its old and new
member states towards the formulation of a common future and narrative for
themselves. Enlargement would thus create a challenge for the Union aiming
to embrace and accommodate 28 member states as well as their different
visions, aspirations and demands.
This study will be based on qualitative methodology offering
sufficient tools for the objective of the study which is to reveal linkage
between crises and EU’s processes of enlargement and integration.
Accordingly, the historical sequence of enlargement and integration crises
2

will be gathered through an analysis of official agreements, documents, media
reports including news and interviews with the policy makers. Besides, this
study will focus mainly on primary sources published and documented by the
EU such as the Commission’s Reports on different subjects from its
enlargement strategy to progress reports. The necessary data will be mainly
attained from websites of the EU’s institutions. In order to formulate
observable outcomes, the methodological approach will adopt descriptive
presentation and interpretative-critical perspective in utilizing these sources.
The second chapter explores the chronological overview of EU’s own
integration crises with meaning of ‘crisis’ for European integration. Arising
conflicts between member states over the integration matters is of critical
importance in understanding domestic political context and dynamics of
widening which was aimed to be conducted simultaneously with deepening.
Indeed, what is presented will be basically how EU did get through chain of
crises. It offers valuable analysis in understanding the conditions that might
make the challenge of enlargement harder as well. It is observed that leaving
exhaustive enlargement processes to one side, EU’s own integration process
has never been a simple one. Throughout its development, EU faced many
critical junctures that impeded often impeded a quick and easy reestablishment of its internal balance and consensus. These moments have
been mostly when institutional, political, economic reconfigurations have
been required. They have been exacerbated by respective rounds of
enlargement. Overall, they make European integration and enlargement
history decumbent to crises2. It needs to be highlighted that at the initial stages
of establishment of the Union, the crises mostly have been related with the
future direction of the cooperation whether it would be focused on
intergovernmental or supranational basis. However, over time these initially
sovereignty-related crises have transformed into more complicated and
exhaustive crises. The emergence of Euroscepticism, mobilization of anti-EU

2
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sentiments and problem of democracy deficit accompanied by an increased
gap between demands of European elites and citizens and politicization of the
EU issues in national political contexts. Besides, the third chapter will present
how sceptic views towards the establishment and cooperation of the EU has
been incrementally articulated by political actors from the Populist Far-Right
in various member countries. This trend has become prominent especially
with the outbreak of eurozone crisis which has been followed by the refugee
crisis and Brexit debate in the following process.
Accordingly, different types of integration crises will be explored
within a certain logic of periodization. The periodization is set according to
Kühnhardt’s tripartite differentiation of different stages of EU integration3.
This thesis designates four-phased of European integration process to
highlight the changing global setting and the EU’s internal composition in
time. Details and characteristics of these processes will be analyzed detailed
in the third chapter but they are respectively; from the very beginning of
integration with the establishment of European Coal and Steel Community
(ECSC) in 1952 to 1973 when EU enlarged for the first time. Second phase
covers from 1973 to 1992 when Treaty on European Union (TEU) was
concluded with the establishment of ‘European Union’. The third phase
ranged from TEU to 2007 when the Treaty of the Lisbon Treaty was signed.
The last one covered the period from signing of Lisbon Treaty to present.
With respect to EU’s own deepening process, the reasons of these
crises can be categorized differently. Most remarkably, member states’
understanding on the question of what kind of unity will be founded have
been largely diverging. That has been self-evident from the very beginning.
Within literature, they are called as diverging opinions over ‘finalité
politique’ of the Union4. They included conflicts over the how much national
Kühnhardt, L. (2011). Crises in European integration: Challenge and response, 1945-2005 (Vol. 2).
Berghahn Books, p.51.
3

4Gowan,

P., & Anderson, P. (1997). The question of Europe. Verso, p. 22.
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sovereignty would be devoted to the supranational entity. In the same vein,
Ross (2011:11) defines them as ’crises of design’ of the EU5.

These

divergences led sometimes to deadlocks of the EU decision-making process,
delayed reform agenda for realization of an ‘ever closer union’ and exhausted
time for handling member states’ disputes or conflicts.
Accordingly, third chapter will begin from European Defense
Community (EDC) Crisis of 1954 which has emerged as the very political
crisis because of disagreement between France and other member states in
giving up and sharing sovereignty in defense matters6. The fact that France
has defended keeping control of its own defense policy obstructed
formulation of the Community7. To this end, the main reasons, its
development, establishment of Western European Union and formulation of
the solution to the crisis will be analyzed.
The empty chair crisis of 1965 has been also regarded as emerging
from conflicts of sovereignty sharing. In this direction, its reasons different
aspirations and its solution of Luxembourg Compromise in 1966 will be
discussed. The crisis indicated ongoing political tension between federalist
and intergovernmentalist aspirations. In this direction, the emergence of the
crisis was triggered by the then President of the Commission Hallstein’s
proposal over the planning of financing common agricultural policy (CAP),
increasing Commission’s role, increasing European Parliament’s (EP) power
in budgetary matters8. The then French president de Gaulle strictly objected
such a formulation and withdrew his representatives from Council of
Ministers leading a political dead-lock in which not even one decision could

5Ross,

G., ob.cit., p.11.

6Schneider,

C. J. (2009). Conflict, negotiation and European Union enlargement. Cambridge University
Press, 47-54, p. 59.
7Dinan,

D. (1999). Ever closer union: an introduction to European integration. Boulder: London, p.

28.
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be taken in the absence of those representatives. Considering the economic
progress until that time, French breakup was unlikely but the threats and risks
that impeded EU’s ability of decision-making have been real9. The political
dead-lock was overcome by the Luxembourg Compromise in 1966
envisaging ‘veto right’ for member states in case of fundamental national
interests are at stake10. In this way, a certain avoidance from supranationalism
would leave its scars to decision-making ability of the Union.
After the settlement of empty chair crisis with Luxembourg
Compromise, another remarkable moment regarding the integration crises has
been relapse of so-called 1970s ‘euro-sclerosis. In this vein, the particular
emphasis on the meaning of the concept and it repercussions will be explored.
Here what is observed that a new context of economic downturn has been
added to previously experienced political crises. Such an economic
backwardness was mostly related with the end of post-war prosperity of the
world economy. When it was mixed with the Luxembourg Compromise’s
established concept of intergovernmentalist trend keeping the integrationist
aspirations limited, the result was the generation of ‘euro-sclerosis’. As a
result, the period of Eurosclerosis blocked any major innovative moment for
further integration and the reform agenda of the early 1970s was mostly
dominated by crises of economic adaptation and redistributive conflicts. It
was the first enlargement process which led to the entry of two Euro-skeptic
new member countries, namely the UK and Denmark, that provoked political
crises over supranational integration.
After the Eurosclerosis period, third chapter will shift its attention to
several objections of member states during the Treaty ratifications. They
cover mainly Danish and Irish objection during the ratification of Single
European Act (SEA) in 1986, Danish objection to Maastricht Treaty in 1992,

9

Ross, G., ob.cit., p. 12.

10

Borragan, S., & Cini, M., ob.cit., p.26.
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and lastly the groundbreaking French and Dutch objection to the
Constitutional Treaty in 2005. Before explaining the failure of Constitutional
Treaty along with its main motives and reasons, the arising concept of
‘enlargement concept’ will be explained. That is because the process of
refusal was accompanied by the arising concept of ‘enlargement fatigue’. The
period following the accession of CEECs is characterized by a state of
‘enlargement fatigue’ which also deserves particular attention for its future
implications for EU’s ongoing agenda of enlargement. The concept of
‘enlargement fatigue’ is mostly used to present EU’s aloofness and
unwillingness to include new member states. However, this state of affairs
soon generated both a crisis of and a crisis in European integration. The
reluctant and hesitant stance of the EU has been aggravated by the rejection
of the draft Constitutional Treaty in the Dutch and French referendums both
of which were regarded as the symptoms of EU’s democracy deficit,
decreased public support, initial polarization over the matters of EU policy
making along with massive reactions against globalization, deepening and
widening11. Furthermore, the failure symbolized concrete hindrance of the
Euroscepticism. The fact that the so-called constitutional crisis did happen
when EU has already reached an advanced level of deepening and widening
simultaneously, caused a massive shock both for academics and political
leaders12. Therefore, the failed ratification process of Constitutional Treaty
will be regarded by its critical contribution in the politicization of the
European citizens. That was highly regarded as the ‘period of reflection’
when EU fell into ‘vegetative state’ with the declaration of Plan-D;
Democracy, Dialogue, Debate referring a stagnation point which certain

Startin, N., & Krouwel, A. (2013). Euroscepticism re‐galvanized: The Consequences of the 2005
French and Dutch Rejections of the EU Constitution. JCMS: Journal of Common Market Studies, 51(1),
65-84, p. 65.
11

12

Ibid.
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solution to overcome democracy deficit and disconnection of European
citizens would be found out13.
The last crisis analyzed within the scope of third chapter will be
eurozone crisis. It broke out first in Greece with unprecedented budgetary
deficit of about 13% of the GDP14. Although until then the experienced crises
had mainly implications on disagreement over the design of EU’s internal
structure through reforms, treaty amendments which are stuck in
accommodating different demands and interests of the member states, the
emergence of eurozone crisis reconfigured the meaning and significance of
EU’s crises in its integration history. It posed even the risk of Greece’s exit
from EMU. In this respect, it has been the most severe challenge experienced
in the history of EU’s economic integration. In this vein, the eurozone crisis
was mostly referred as the ‘solidarity test’ within the literature. That was due
to the established system of European Monetary Union (EMU) having
centralized monetary policy with decentralized fiscal policy15 and the “nonbailout clause stated in the Article 125 of the Treaty of the Functioning of the
European Union (TFEU)”16. This system made bail out dependent on member
states’ willingness. In this context, EU’s domestic political agenda has been
overloaded with grand bargaining over the bail-out programs, austerity
measures for the incumbent member states and reactions of the European
public that was prone to accelerated mobilization conducted by the radical
right-wing parties in the following process. Consequently, EU’s key policies
along with its prospective agenda of enlargement have experienced an

13

Miszlivetz, F. (2012). The Multiple Crisis of Europe. A Value-Driven European Future. BrusselsBern-Berlin: Peter Lang, p.2
European Union Centre in Singapore. Greek Debt Crisis – A Test for the Eurozone and EU’s
Economic Recovery. (19.02.2010). http://www.eucentre.sg/?p=1009. (Accessed on 27.06.2010).
14

15

Lapavitsas, C., Kaltenbrunner, A., Lindo, D., Michell, J., Painceira, J. P., Pires, E., Teles, N. (2010).
Eurozone crisis: beggar thyself and thy neighbour. Journal of Balkan and Near Eastern Studies, 12(4),
321-373, p.321.
16

Schimmelfennig, F. (2014). European integration in the euro crisis: The limits of
postfunctionalism. Journal of European Integration, 36(3), 321-337, p.324.
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intensified domestic public and party-based politicization, confliction and
contestation.
Within the light of these historically accumulated crises, the fourth
chapter will explore the newest type of crises that plunged into EU in-between
external and internal crises. In this regard, firstly the refugee crisis that broke
out in Europe because of massive number of displaced Syrian people escaping
from Syrian Civil War will be analyzed17. To fully understand the dynamics
of the failed European response to such an massive flow of people, the fourth
chapter will first present legal framework, historical development and main
characteristic of EU’s asylum policy. It will be followed by the presentation
of the refugee crisis along with its outbreak and its features. With regard to
this, EU’s initiative that could not propose any common position or joint
action during the humanitarian crisis will be demonstrated as well. Since the
situation has been even further aggravated by the reluctance of the member
states in sharing burden and by their mostly diverging responses, the political
friction between member states will be given special place by the fourth
chapter. In this way, the EU has internalized the crisis. Here it is important to
remind the fact that, the mentioned challenge of massive flow of displaced
people was not only experienced by the EU. However, it is only Europe where
the external crisis was transformed into critical juncture creating an internal
political crisis within its own borders. It was because as Greenhill (2016:317)
argues that member states have predominated their own national security
interests and concerns18. Such concerns have been exacerbated by the
respective terrorist attacks all over the Europe generating insecure people of
Europe. Thus, on the one hand it put European solidarity into danger19, on the

17

Kirkegaard, J. (January 2016). How Europe will fail to address the migration crisis in early 2016.
http://voxeu.org/article/europe-s-migration-crisis-2016. (Accessed on 08.06.2017).
18

Greenhill, K. M. (2016). Open Arms Behind Barred Doors: Fear, Hypocrisy and Policy
Schizophrenia in the European Migration Crisis. European Law Journal, 22(3), 317-332, p. 317.
19Ibid.
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other hand offered a feasible ground for Eurosceptic parties to attract
concerned European citizens feeling insecure.
On the other side, challenge of accommodating such massive influx
was experienced globally20. Even, the biggest burden has been on the
shoulders of the neighboring countries. For instance, “Turkey has
accommodated highest number of Syrian over registered and unregistered 3
million people”21. Since it has been also mostly used as transit point in
reaching Europe by the Syrians, Turkey has gained special importance in
formulation of any solution to the EU’s challenge of keeping refuges out of
its borders22. Accordingly, the process of establishing mutual cooperation and
rapprochement will be described with keeping in mind the question of
whether this crisis would offer any prospective and real commitment for
further enlargement and integration towards Turkey.
After a delicate solution was found out in cooperation with Turkey,
the concept of internalized crisis was shifted to genuine ‘internal crisis’ with
the British referendum debate on its membership of EU and its final decision
to exit, generating an open-ended Brexit process within the Union. To this
end, firstly whether the concept can be regarded as a ‘crisis’ will be
enlightened. That is because what is handled as ‘crisis’ throughout this thesis
will be mostly a reference to the challenges obstructing impetus of
integration. While it will be observed that they are usually handled by certain
concessions between member states during the bargaining talks, the latest
crisis put on the table has literally no solution.

20

Duarte, M., Lippert-Rasmussen, K., Parekh, S., & Vitikainen, A. (2016). Introduction to the thematic
issue ‘Refugee Crisis: The Borders of Human Mobility’. Journal of Global Ethics, 12(3), 245-251, p.
246.
21

UNHCR. Syria Emergency. http://www.unhcr.org/syria-emergency.html. (Accessed on 28.06.2017).

Amnesty International. Fear and Fences: Europe’s approach to keeping refugees at bay. (17.11.2015).
http://reliefweb.int/report/world/fear-and-fences-europe-s-approach-keeping-refugees-bay. (Accessed
on 26.06.2017).
22
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Actually, the incremental accumulation of crises presented in the
previous chapters, in which UK’s unwillingness for ‘ever closer union’ have
been evident, will be valuable tool in shedding light of its withdrawal
decision. Accordingly, its development will be presented along with a focus
on the key reasons of the supporters of Brexit. It articulated a shock wave in
EU which has never experienced an exit of one of its most significant and
influential member state. With this aspect, unique process in dealing with a
member state’s withdrawal will be discussed till the latest event at the time of
writing this thesis. Besides, another important question will be based on
whether such a debate will be first symptom of the collapse of European
project. To this end, the current Brexit debate will be analyzed as the last
crisis within the framework of this thesis.
To conclude, the last chapter will cover main observations regarding
the EU’s problematized issues of integration policies in this thesis. Besides,
concluding remarks will present possible future scenarios and commentaries.
Indeed, these are based on the European Commission’s recently published
“White Paper on the Future of Europe” which has established foresight over
five different possible directions in which EU27 might proceed by 202523. To
sum up, this thesis aims to contribute EU studies on the current debates of
crises by making certain reference to their repercussions to the integration
process of the EU. Of these scenarios, the one that envisages certain
independent ground to deepen further for “willing member states who do
want more together” is likely to be given credit. In this way, -although being
limited to willing member states- deepening their cooperation will make
possible the preservation of integration speed. As the policies are usually open
to participation of reluctant member states if they would aspire to participate
later, that kind of solution might be midway in dealing with both integration
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fatigue of the reluctant member states and accommodating desires of willing
member states in keeping the speed on deepening.
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CHAPTER 2

EUROPEAN INTEGRATION IN THE WIDER CONTEXT OF
CRISES

The endogenous context, in which the EU integration is generated, has
important implications to understand the dynamics of widening which is
trying historically and instinctively to go hand in hand with deepening. Here
it is important to highlight the fact that leaving the widening to one side, the
deepening of the EU has never been a simple process. Throughout its
development, EU faced many critical junctures to create consensus on
political, economic, and institutional reconfigurations. Such overloaded
attempts have been even more aggravated by the enlargement rounds making
EU’s integration and expansion history ‘crisis-prone’24. Within the
framework of this chapter, particular reference will be given to different types
of integration crisis along with a periodization of integration process. It is of
critical importance in understanding the conditions that might make the
challenge of enlargement more bitter.
To fully grasp the vehement context of crises regarding the integrated
EU, it is necessary to clarify the usage of the term ‘crisis’. Accordingly, the
word ‘crisis’ is used to indicate “… major turning points in an unstable and
dangerous time when uncertain change is impending”25. In the same vein,
Kühnhardt (2011: 50) describes crisis as a critical period of opacity and
malfunctioning which is resulted in either improvement or deterioration of
the patient
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. Here, whether the improvement or deterioration of EU’s

condition as the patient experiencing series of crises is by its very nature still
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unclear. Nevertheless, the critically important point is that with every wave
of crisis- as very decisive moments-, EU’s stability, solidarity and resilience
are unprecedently tested. While some scholars view these moments as
necessary engines that would trigger and produce further integration at the
end of the day, other scholars view them as the real potential threats to EU’s
existence, which would trigger further differentiation or even disintegration
i.e. spill-backs; collapse of the Euro, exits from EU (the example of Brexit)27
or even final breakup of the Union.
As previously implied, EU integration process has always contained
within itself the prospective of ‘crisis’ arising either from internal debates of
finalité politique of the Union or from necessary accommodation of
individual expectations, preferences and ideas of member states. Moreover,
the already existing tensions may be aggravated by the political conflicts of
possible enlargement agenda requiring member states’ re-bargaining of
preferences. Since these preferences are largely shaped by their relative gains
and interests from the enlargement, the process to find a common ground
becomes even more complex and prone to intergovernmental distributional
conflicts28. Such a challenge to internal solidarity interactively impedes the
fast stream of enlargement. In the simplest way, enlargement is affected by
the conflicts it brings to the negotiating table. The enlargement sourced
debates will be given a detailed space later but first it is necessary to
categorize the different types of internal crises within a certain periodization
of integration process. To this end, based on Kühnhardt’s (2011: 51) valuable
tripartite division of periodization29, this thesis formulates four-phased of
European integration process to highlight the changing global setting and the
EU’s internal composition in time.
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The first phase ranging from its foundations in 1952 with the ECSC
to first enlargement round of 1973 is relatively uniformed process of sharing
sovereignty for the sake of integrated Europe as an answer to the devastating
memories of the Second World War and immediate recovery imperatives of
the postwar period. Aybet (1999: 199) identifies the early period of
integration as a process of searching for the solution of German rearmament
and membership in NATO30. At this point, the fragile European defense
system on the Cold War context -as both being a security threat of and an
accelerator of the western European integration, German rearmament and
Franco- German rapprochement - must not be underestimated. Additionally,
since it has been the very beginning of the foundations of the united Europe,
there appeared a discussion about ‘finalité politique’ of the union between
participating States’ different visions of federalist or intergovernmental
aspiration31. Gowan and Anderson (1997: 22) define it as a European political
discussion tensed between nation-state and international integration32.
Unfortunately, these different visions were accompanied by a political crisis
called as the ‘Empty Chair’ crisis in 1965 which will be discussed in detail.
It was also a critical juncture opening the way for a European Council driven
intergovernmentalism. On the other side, the groundbreaking Hague Summit
of 1969 set the necessary guideline both for widening and deepening33. The
Hague summit led the way for the EC’s first prospective agenda of
enlargement34. Indeed, at this stage the traditional notion in the history of the
European integration that completion, deepening and widening go hand in
hand was envisaged. While France has lifted its veto over the enlargement,
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the ambitious goal to establish EMU was laid out35. To this end, Werner group
envisioned first fixing exchange rates between fluctuating national currencies
towards final adoption of the single currency in ten years36. That would be an
incremental process by employing subsequent mechanisms such as snake in
the tunnel. Accordingly, Kühnhardt (2011: 52) names this process as ‘phase
of implementation’ when the very first steps towards a cooperation for the
sake of economic integration through customs union and the CAP were
taken37.
The second phase from the first enlargement of 1973 to the signing of
the Maastricht Treaty of 1992 is identified by Kühnhardt (2011: 52) as a
‘phase of reconciliation’ during which, as the title implies, the agenda of
enlargement and further integration as framed at the Hague summit of 1969
would be reconciled38. Towards the formulation of EMU, the mechanism
known as ‘snake in the tunnel’ limiting the exchange rate fluctuations was
created39. The year 1973 had also another water-shed event of worldwide
economic recession after the ‘long post-war boom’40. Within the context of
crisis, member states resorted protectionist measures which led to stagnation
over the established goals of the Hague summit41. As a reaction, non-tariff
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barriers (NTB) settled by the national governments impeded intra EC-trade
thereby implying further stalemate in economic integration42.
The recession triggered by the oil crisis leading to global high
inflation and unemployment. In addition, the end of the post war economic
expansion signaled transition process from national Keynesian to unionengineered policies based on the price stability regime, single market program
and EMU43. As a result, continuing fragmentation of the common market and
further impasse for the healthy progress of economic integration were
emerged. Economic downward trend delayed the progress on economic
integration which would eventually spill-over to the monetary policy and
single currency. Besides neither EMU nor snake in the tunnel were fully
implemented, instead subsequent attempts such as EMS were activated EMS
was put into action.
On the other hand, the second phase has included important steps
towards ‘deepening’ and widening both has boosted EC’s external actorness.
Firstly, southern enlargement referring the membership of respectively
Greece in 1981 and Spain and Portugal in 1986 was agreed by the member
states. As Kahraman (2000: 5) argues that while the southern enlargement
would increase both economic inequalities and regional divergence, within
the Union it would improve EU’s external actorness by consolidating new
democracies in those States44. More importantly, deepening was promoted by
the Single European Act of 1986 and with the pillar structure of Maastricht
Treaty of 1992. The initiative towards establishing single European market
by the SEA has been critical implications also for widening45. Accordingly,
it pushed non-member states to convict economic gains of membership to the
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EC46.That would result in applications from Austria, Sweden, Finland,
Switzerland, and Norway to become members47. As a result, wider and deeper
EC was in the making.
The third phase from the signing of Maastricht Treaty of 1992 to the
Lisbon Treaty of 2007 is called as ‘phase of Europeanization’. Such definition
mainly comes from the change of global setting in the world politics with the
end of Cold War, collapse of communism and USSR thus eliminating the
Yalta division. The Maastricht Treaty has been great significance with regard
to formulation of supranational pillar; Community pillar covering the areas
of single market, European citizenship and EMU which includes single
monetary policy by adoption of single currency and harmonization of
economic policies48. For this purpose, European Central Bank (ECB) was
founded49. Moreover, other two intergovernmental pillars namely Common
Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP) and Justice and Home Affairs (JHA)
enhanced cooperation between member states50.
To this end, Western European integration was accomplished with the
accession of Austria, Finland, and Sweden- previously neutral States in the
Cold War context-51.Moreover, the EU put its emphasis on reconstructing excommunist Eastern European Countries in line with the neoliberal agenda
(Fotopoulos, 2002: 73)52. Again, the agenda of enlargement was followed by
the necessary Treaty amendments or vice versa. In fact, one of the most severe
crises within the history of European integration was faced because of the
46
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failed ratification of the Constitutional Treaty in France and Netherlands in
2005. the two founding members of the EU. The debate over the
Constitutional Treaty and its repercussions to the further deepening will be
given a special emphasis later but it is worthy to highlight the fact that against
its cheerful connotations, what is called as a ‘phase of Europeanization’ has
also experienced the ‘period of reflection’ in the EU integration history.
Accordingly, the defeat of making European Constitution boosted critical
views and self-doubts of the integrationist aspirations. As Ross (2011: 42)
argues that the seeds of economic globalization disseminated Euroscepticism
and reactions against globalization53.
The last phase what is defined as ‘phase of politicization’ from the
signing of the Lisbon Treaty of 2007 to the present had/had even more critical
and dangerous crises. Precisely, within the light of current developments so
far, the period turned into a process that one crisis has been followed by
another. Remarkably the Eurozone debt crisis which broke out in 2009 was
followed by the Refugee crisis of 2015 after which another shaking moment
came up with the EU’s latest shock of the Brexit debate. The already delicate
situation for the harmonious future of European integration has been
aggravated by the recent rise of populist far right parties mobilizing people
by using the rhetoric of Euro-scepticism and anti-immigration. Overall, the
problematic vision of European integration because of prominence of
concepts of ‘anti-immigration’, ‘spillback’, ‘politicization’ brought about a
new episode whose implications for the future is still blurred within the
integration history.
2.1 The European Defense Community Crisis of 1954
The very first crisis of integration had appeared with the refusal of
French National Assembly to ratify its own proposal for establishing a
European Defense Community (EDC) on August 30, 1954. The Treaty of
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Paris prescribing the formulation of EDC would be reasonable attempt for
integrated European defense system by reconciliation of both Franco-German
relations and Federal Republic of Germany to the West54. Contrary to the
initial aim, final failure of the project created a gloomy outlook at the very
first stages of European integration raised doubts about efficiency and
functionality of the European project. Regarding the failure, questions of “…
whether we shall have to put away any thoughts of European collaboration
and consider the spirit of togetherness as dead”55 have arisen. In fact, every
moment of integration crisis brought about the same challenging questions.
And to give a clear answer has not been - is still indeed- an easy task.
Nevertheless, before considering it as a general failure of integration project,
one must analyze the particular reasons of failure of the EDC project.
The French motivation in designating such a Community did lie
behind the alarming security concerns arising from the prospective of German
rearmament and military contribution to NATO. The issue of West German
rearmament, which had been previously not under consideration, came up
because of the outbreak of an external crisis i.e. Korean War leading to the
need of strengthening NATO, re-assessment of European defense potential
and of communist threat. In fact, although the initial Soviet calculation was
to distract US attention and troops from Europe to Asia, it became reversed
by leading to the globalization of the US containment policy56. For the US,
German rearmament was the only way to fill the military vacuum necessary
for the Western Europe’s defense. That was the only solution to resist
effectively against any aggression from the East57. Notwithstanding the
Anglo-American pressure and the context of Cold War, the French hostility
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to German remilitarization would create tension and complicate the process58.
The alternative route which would enable French government to prevent
Germans from regaining complete authority over its national defence industry
was the EDC59. As a result, on October 24, 1950 Pleven Plan was proposed
to set up a common European defense tied to a political supranational
institution i.e. EDC which would be linked to the European Political
Community (EPC)60. In fact, the way Pleven Plan had foreseen for the
rearmament of Germany under the EDC was the same logic applied for the
re-industrialization of Germany under a supra-national authority i.e. ECSC61.
In the simplest way, it was to prevent creation of a German national army just
as the prevention of independent German reindustrialization by the Schuman
Plan62. Notwithstanding the similarities between two plans, the idea of joint
sovereignty on the sensitive issues of defense, army, and weapons and related
budget implied a quiet far-reaching step than the original ECSC63. Moreover,
the sectoral integration under the umbrella of the EDC was seen as a solution
by establishing Western European army including military units from all
Member States64. That implied the fact that the West Germany would be
dependent on the European army command, rather than independent national
authority. The formulation raised doubts and questions of whether the
assertion of supranationality would be camouflage of the French domination
over the European arms because of the critical point that 100.000-strong
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European army including West Germans, was to contain a 50,000-strong
French contingent65.
On the other side, beyond just being a solution to the European
security dilemma, the EDC proposal was regarded as a critical step towards
further integration especially by federalists66. Moreover, within the context of
east and west confrontation, EDC was highly regarded as a consolidation of
Atlantic defense with the NATO67. Moreover, US has viewed the EDC as
only feasible solution to German reintegration to Europe68. The fact that
designated aims of the both were based on the same concerns has caused US’
pressure over the establishment of the Community69.
The failure of French ratification because of the particular French
concerns based on prospective of German rearmament and German’s
superiority within the Community because of UK’s decision of noninvolvement to the Community70. The failure was regarded as the -in fact first
but never the last- ‘black day for Europe’ by Chancellor Adenauer71. The
ironic and paradoxical fact that the French parliament refused its own
formulated project led to the doubts about French sincerity and willingness in
reconciliation with Germany and European integration. In the same vein, Cini
and Borragan (2013: 23) argue that the ulterior aim of Pleven Plan was to
delay German remilitarization and participation to the European security
regime72. Considering the ultimate result of its abandonment after four years
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of gridlock, despair and dubious explanations came as no surprise. Likewise,
Dedman (2009: 71) explains the failure of ratification with the characteristic
feature of the original plan designed not to create but to delay German
armament73.Remarkably, the prolonged debate of EDC threatened both
Franco-German rapprochement and general integration process by
undermining the sectoral cooperation. Moreover, Keukeleire (2009:53)
argues that the failed initiative indicated the ongoing primacy of Atlantic
preference over the dependent European security idea74. Concerning the
reasons of failure, inquiry must be focused on the question of whether it was
a move to ‘spill-back’ even before a ‘spill-over’ or just an implication of
prematurity to lose sovereignty for the sake of much aspired political unity.
Fortunately, the latter would soon turn out to be reality. However, the fact
that the failed attempt did threaten also the foundation of the ECSC cannot be
ruled out75. Schneider (2009: 59) argues that the ultimate rejection was related
with the matter of sovereignty conflict regarding the Member States’ retention
of authority over the sensitive area of defense76. Dinan (1999: 28) especially
focused on the strong desire of Gaullist national defense policy to hold the
sovereignty77. Such a hostility towards sovereignty sharing was by all means
a major obstacle. Ross (2011: 9) in his valuable classification of types of crisis
in European integration, describes the failed EDC initiative as a crisis of
design i.e. Member States’ disagreement about the key institutional and
policy setting78. Accordingly, the crisis of design came from the different
aspirations whether to form an intergovernmental or supranational method-
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the classical debate of European integration- in the highly controversial policy
field of defence.
While the EDC opportunity disappointed transnational federalist
endeavors, the failed initiative was compensated with Eden’s plan offering
British solution under the umbrella of NATO. In this direction, Western
European Union (WEU) was established with the modification of original
Brussels Treaty of 194879. The West Germany and Italy would be members
of WEU and the West German rearmament would be in the framework of
NATO80. The solution of WEU was embraced especially by France since it
would be non-supranational consultative body. While Aybet (1999: 199)
argued that with the formulation of WEU, the prospective of European
defense policy outside the NATO framework would not be lost81, it must be
remembered that the full independent European defense identity could not be
achieved on the grounds that the European security context was still too
immature to formulate such an integration as clearly experienced with the
EDC debate. In addition, as Keukeleire (2010 :52) argues that as European
defense was ensured by the US, formulation of the European defense identity
formulation was also highly dependent on the US preferences82. Although the
defeat of EDC generated gloomy assumptions in the literature, Kühnhardt
(2011: 46) interpreted the failure as a necessary leeway for further integration
in the other fields -mainly economics- rather than defense83 . In that sense,
the French refusal opened the way for IGC and a compromising Treaty of
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Rome leading to establishment of the European Economic Community (EEC)
and Euratom in 195784.
Considering the crises as a necessity, Kühnahrdt (2011:46) defined
the ‘black days’ as the turning points of the European integration leading even
further integration eventually. However, whether such a trend of further
integration triggered by crises would survive to this day will be clarified in
the later stages of this thesis with the consideration of the unique
repercussions of the current challenges. Accordingly, what is seen that
national priorities and preferences over the critical issue of high politics such
as defense kept the issue within the national sovereignty bounds. It indicated
the unpreparedness of member states to give up their control. As a result, the
initiative for a cooperation in one field and its relative repercussions must
have been carefully taken into consideration.
2.2. The Empty Chair Crisis of 1965-1966
While there has been an unprecedented increase in the economic
growth of the Western Europe with the increase in international trade in the
1950s and 1960s, there has been still ongoing political tension between the
proponents of federalism and of national sovereignty within the EEC
framework. Along with an economic growth, the period witnessed EC’s
international recognition except for the ‘East’85. On the other side, the era
was

politically

conceived

as

the

clash

between

de

Gaulle’s

intergovernmentalism and Hallstein’s federalism which was exacerbated by
the appearance of so called ‘empty chair’ crisis86. In the de Gaulle’s vision of
Europe i.e. ‘Union of States’ as framed in the failed Fouchet Plan which could
not receive support, there would be French domination over the
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intergovernmental organization of Western Europe87. In this sense, having
stuck in between different aspirations, de Gaulle offered ‘confederation’
based on political and economic intergovernmental cooperation in which
national sovereignty would be sustained88.
Such a vision is also deeply related with the reason why de Gaulle’s
vetoed the British membership in 1963 and 1967. In addition, Kühnhardt
(2011: 54) argues that the defeat of Fouchet Plan also plays it role in French
resistance against the accession of UK89. On the other hand, Dinan (1999:
39) alleges that while the veto over the British membership is seen as a
negative setback, British accession would have undermined the functionality
of the EC and CAP90. That has been both a membership conflict and
sovereignty-based one. Moreover, because of the special relationship with
the US, the UK was not regarded as a devoted partner that would politically
and economically commit Western European objectives91.

In the same

direction, Ross (2011: 11) explains it with the Gaulle’s inclination to regard
UK as a ‘Trojan horse for US hegemony’92 . While the gloomy scenario
would not occur on the grounds that the British accession delayed for ten
years, the EC faced with the most serious crisis of its seven-year history when
the disagreements appeared over the arrangements of CAP funding and
increasing powers of the Commission and EP along with the extension of
QMV in the Council of Ministers93. The latter two implying the decrease of
national sovereignty got reaction from the French government precluding
87
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taking any key decision until the Luxembourg Compromise of 196694.
Because, only in the event of preserving the unanimity rule that de Gaulle
could protect national sovereignty especially in the key policy area of
common agriculture95. Accordingly, the French pressure was escalated when
the French government withdraw its permanent representative to EC from
Brussels and declared that “… they would not send a delegation to any further
meetings of the Council of Ministers or of the Committee of Permanent
Representatives (COREPER)”96, leading a political deadlock where no major
decision could not be taken in the absence of France.
For the political setting, French reactions leading to the political
stalemate

in

the

Community

confirmed

the

predominance

of

intergovernmentalism for the future of the EC. This is because the only way
to resolve the crisis was maintenance of unanimity when the issue of ‘deep
national interest’ for a Member State arises97. Just like the EDC crisis, Ross
(2011:11) defines the empty chair as a crisis of design stemming from the
Member States’ diverging preferences for the designation of the institutional
structure of the EC98. In the context of the empty chair, it was between
diverging opinion of de Gaulle and the rest five Member States about the
institutional structure of the Community99. In the same vein, Ludlow (1999:
232) asserts that there was a structural conflict over the features of the new
arrangements of the EC’s institutions100.
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With de Gaulle’s decision to proceed talks, the Luxembourg
Compromise resolved the empty chair crisis in 1966. His drift can be
explained by the other member states’ solidarity and French public opinion
revealed during the presidential elections the of December 1965 101. The
Compromise confirmed the above-mentioned maintenance of the veto right
of the member states. Even though the QMV would stand in Treaty’s
provisions, the Council would halt if national interests were risked 102. As a
result, member states could retain the veto power over any undesired EC
legislation. This led Commission to make its proposals more carefully
without rising any clash of vital interests of member states103. These
arrangements of consolidation of the ‘unanimity’ as a dash towards
supranationalism was the indication of the victory for intergovernmentalism
in decision-making104. The triumph of unanimity appeared as an obstacle in
efficient decision-making process by making it susceptible to the member
states’ control and vetoes until the signing of Single European Act in1986105.
While the crisis did not last longer than six months, threats and political costs
posed were real. Although complete French withdrawal from the Community
was unlikely to happen considering the economic progress, if such an attempt
might have occurred; it would end the cooperation of the EEC altogether106.
On the other hand, Kühnhardt (2011:7) argues that the ultimate effect of the
crisis was not the victory of the intergovernmentalism but a more delayed and
graduated practice of QMW because of realization of unanimity ruling’s
detrimental effect on decision-making107.
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The end of the Gaullist wave, which left Community economically
strong but politically weak108,implied a new cheerful era towards ambitious
integration progress. The remarkable slogan of French president Georges
Pompidou “completion, deepening, enlargement” summarized the optimistic
view foreseen109. In this way, the Hague summit of 1969 launched a set of
initiatives including transitional arrangements, formulation of EMU as
outlined in the Werner Plan, full operation of Customs Union, the financing
CAP and direct funding of EEC from revenues of agricultural import levies
and proportion of VAT payments110. Moreover, the first wave enlargement
for the accession of UK, Denmark and Ireland was brought to agenda.
Overall, the Community had a moment of conformity in political, economic
and enlargement policies. That would be soon interrupted with the failure of
implementation of the Werner Plan of 1970 because of the collapse off the
Bretton Woods and oil crisis which will be explained in the following. That
implied an external crisis led to policy failures in the EC while beginning of
southern enlargement through the accession of Greece was not impeded.
Additionally, despite the changing atmosphere with the end of Gaullism, the
intergovernmentalist foundation laid out after the empty chair should not be
underestimated.
2.3. The Period of Euro sclerosis throughout 1970s
Although the first enlargement round envisaged the inclusion of
Norway as well, it withdrew due to the referendum of 1972 concluding
Norwegian rejection of EC membership111. Developments in policy fields
other than the enlargement were soured too. There happened a shift from
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1960s political shocks to 1970s economic crises. Firstly, beginning of 1970s
implied the end of the post-war economic expansion enjoyed by the Western
Europe. In this direction, Economic shocks followed each other. Although
sterling’s devaluation of 1967, crises of Franc, gold, and dollar of 1968 paved
the way for the operation of ‘snake in the tunnel’ mechanism against the
severe exchange rate fluctuations under the roof of EMU, the breakdown of
Bretton Woods system of fixed exchange rates in 1971-73 led divergences of
member states’ over the monetary and exchange policies undermining any
cooperation

within

the

EEC112.

Increased

divergences

produced

unwillingness of member states to transfer control of their national currency
towards a supranational entity113. As a result, ambitious agenda of Werner
Plan forecasting three-stage process for the EMU including free movement
of finance, firstly to limit then to freeze fluctuating exchange rates, common
currency and coordination of economic, budgetary and monetary policies,
was overshadowed by the economic backwardness and financial turmoil of
1970s114.
The economic decline was further aggravated by the oil crisis of 1973
with the unprecedented increase of oil price from $2 per barrel to $10 in 1974
and to $12 in 1975, due to the oil embargo of Organization of Arab Petroleum
Exporting Countries as a reaction to US’ support for Israel in Yom Kippur
War115. That created worldwide economic recession along with rising trade
deficits, unemployment, and inflation. In the context where world economy
suffers from instability of the oil and raw material prices, the US leadership
was damaged both politically and economically. What is more, the EU by all
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means was not in the position of taking any international leadership role116.
In the financial perspective, “European economies were unable to shield
themselves individually against the turbulences of the world”117.
Politically, enlarging from six to nine naturally hardened the decisionmaking process which was already stumbled due to the scars of empty chair
i.e. intergovernmentalist trend keeping the integrationist aspirations limited.
When the economic downward was mixed with the limited agenda of political
integration, the period began to be called as ‘euro-sclerosis’ within the
literature. In this sense, the optimism of the Hague summit predicting to
complete, deepen and enlarge the EC was only partially achieved or
interrupted. Apart from the mentioned setbacks, Dinan (1999:69) argues that
there also appeared a superpower relations due to the growing political power
of West Germany, French uneasiness about its Ostpolitik and uneven
economic performance of member States118. French reaction to rising German
power would be U-turn in British accession to the Community which would
balance power relations. Against the background of unfortunate economic
developments of 1970s as an inhibitor for fast momentum of integration, the
EU enlarged with the accession of Denmark, UK and Ireland in 1973. From
the very beginning, there was clear British emphasis of protection of
Commonwealth interests and holding parliamentary sovereignty119. The new
Labor government was in favor of renegotiating the accession terms. The
process of renegotiation both alienated the member states and the British
support of Labor Party120. Moreover, the debate of British accession was
subjected to the referendum whether to remain in EEC. The disunity of the
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Labor Party to formulate a common position in favor of staying in, as against
the anti-EC unity of Conservative Party led to the demise of the Labor Party
which would signaled Conservatives coming to the office121. Accordingly,
after the British accession the EC would face a new phase of Thatcherianism
mixing visions of neo-liberal and neo-conservative aspirations with its own
peculiarities of Euro-skepticism122. As already implied, there was British
aloofness to the Community with sovereignty concerns even before Thatcher
taking office. Thus, the political context would be further impacted by the
new British Conservative prime minister; Margaret Thatcher e.g. by opening
up question of budgetary rebate lasting about five years till 1984123 and
expenditures of the CAP124. The budgetary imbalance which was accepted by
Heath’s government for the sake of membership was highly criticized by his
successor125. Thatcherite government whose Euroscepticism was self-evident
involved in a dispute over her financial contribution which would comprise
20% of the EC’ budget thereby making UK highest contributor after
Germany126. On the other side, France did also take a strict position about
not accepting rebate for the UK by arguing that it was her own financial
problem127. Therefore, setting the dynamic strategy for the future of the EC
was lagged by the debates of bargaining over the Britain’s budgetary
contribution128. So, UK membership can be considered as a challenge to EC
deepening especially supranational institutional reforms.
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While the budgetary debate continued to exist, above-mentioned
serious problems such as weak economic growth, stagnation and
unemployment were still in question too. Dealing with the severe economic
downturn would need the strong spirit of cooperation and solidarity between
member states which already unilaterally diverged in their economic and
monetary policies in a protectionist manner that impeded Community-wide
solutions. Dinan (1999: 74) argues that the fact that not only the political
solidarity was tested but also the current level of economic integration was
jeopardized due to the poor leadership and growing divergence, unavoidably
victimized the healthy progress of EMU whose full implementation was
envisaged by 1980129.
In the light of these quagmire of political and economic turmoil,
slogans such as ‘Euro-sclerosis’, ‘Euro-pessimism’ meaning economically
and politically standstill process leading to slow pace of European integration
in policy and institutional terms, unsurprisingly showed up. In this sense, the
1970s is regarded as discouraging decade in the European integration
history130. Initially, beginning with the conclusion of ‘Luxembourg
Compromise’ which led decision- making process to become more prone to
member states’ blockage, the decade of euro-sclerosis which was exacerbated
by the economical turbulences of the world and by the economic protectionist
measures of the member states stalled the impetus of integration especially in
high political areas which would be already effected by the first enlargement.
For these reasons, from the point of theoretical framework, the period of eurosclerosis is well parallel with the state-centric intergovernmentalist
aspirations of European integration131. The member states’ inclination
towards pursuing unilateral methods such as French segregation from snake
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in the tunnel would even trigger a breaking point of disintegration132. Awesti
(2009: 42) proposes that what stood against this trend of diverging nationalist
preferences was again the project of European integration which was
sustaining the continuity of cooperation and consultation between Member
States133.
The low level of keeping integration spirit alive did not withhold the
emerging threat against the functionality and integrity of common market
leading to even the level of simply their non-existence. On the other side, the
British budgetary dispute continued as well. As a result, full implementation
of European Monetary system was postponed till 1980s. Whereas the launch
of European Council in 1975 did help EC maintain the momentum of
cooperation with its regular meetings of national political leaders, the full
recovery would need more time. Dinan (1999: 74) describes the Council as a
top-level direction to fight against the economic downturn and political
paralysis for the sake of keeping EC afloat134. Moreover, convergence of state
preferences over the budgetary dispute would be reached only by the
Fontainebleau Summit of 1984 which ensured compensation payment of
about £ 1.1. million and rebate of her contribution to the budget 135. For the
creation of the single market, which was impeded severely by the abovementioned debates, the Commission focused on lying out neo-liberal reform
agenda including harmonization standards and proposal for “Completing the
Internal Market” by its Whiter Paper of 1985136.With regard to this, Kühnardt
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(2011: 51) interpreted the Eurosclerosis of 1970s as the way opening up for
the SEA and Maastricht Treaty137.
However, one possible reason of EC’s regaining its momentum of
further integration might be explained by the member states’ realization of
importance of the cooperation because of the EC’s inadequacy as an
international actor while facing the heightening East-West tensions and
Soviet invasion of Afghanistan in 1979138. On the other side, in his own
definition of 1970s’ Eurosclerosis as a ‘crisis of economic adaptation’, Ross
(2011: 16) argued that contrary to the earlier crises of design, the standstill
process of 1970s did not pose any critical threat either against the very
foundations of the cooperation or of ending European integration leading to
relatively easier resolution of the crisis139. Nevertheless, thorough recovery
from the political and economic miseries would happen only after a range of
institutional arrangements at the end of the 1970s, such as the direct elections
to the EP and signing of the SEA of 1986 which brought a glimmer of hope
for the agenda of completion, deepening and widening simultaneously

140

.

SEA opened the way for strengthening institutional capacities such as EP’s
powers, reenergizing single market program by completing the SEM and
thereby comprising economic convergence between member states and
increasing their competitiveness141.
2.4. The Emerging European Union under the shadow of
Ratification Crises
Due to the long decade of unfortunate experiences from economic
recession to institutional paralysis in taking decisions as already explained
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above, there appeared a need for reform boosting the old ambitious agenda of
deepening together with the accommodation of widening. In addition to being
the first major revision of the Treaty of Rome, Single European Act was also
the first step towards the creation and formulation of ‘European Union’ with
necessary means of actions142. In this direction, completion of single market
program foreseeing the free movement of goods, services, capital and people
was given priority. It also included the harmonization of national laws at the
European level. The effectiveness of new legislation in order to promote
market access and market integration would be ensured by the European
Court of Justice (ECJ)143. Regarding the institutional structure, the EP’s
legislative role was expanded144. Another ground-breaking achievement was
the extension of QMV in the Council which eventually compensated the scars
of empty chair. In respect to the new breath of economic innovations, Ross
(2011:3) asserts that while these achievements shielded against the possible
worsening scenarios in a globalizing world, they could not prevent the
outbreak of financial crisis in 2009 which will be discussed later145.
Within the chain of events, there is a remarkable and chronicle fact
that every achievement has been followed by outbreak of defeat and vice
versa. Although it was not much harsh as the previously ones, the minor
setback was faced in the scenario of SEA because of the rejection of the
Danish parliament. As a result, the signing of the SEA was subjected to the
nation-wide referendum on 27 February 1986146. Because its relative agenda
would bring about constitutional change in Ireland, signing of SEA was
subjected to referendum in Ireland as well147. The result of the both were in
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favor of signing the SEA and there did not appear any major crisis, but as the
seeds of so-called ‘opting-out’ clauses, such national reactions implied that
each new phase of innovation might face national contestation and even
rejection as a result of a Treaty-revision referendum which needs to be
accommodated within the integration process. Even in the conformity of
1980s, there was a national preference in pursuing intergovernmental
cooperation whenever European political elites and mass publics were
concerned that suggested Treaty revisions and reforms have gone too far. As
Phinnemore (2013: 34) exactly puts it “… the desire for a European Union
was not universal”148.
Nonetheless, the wave of ‘Europhoria’, the progress initiated
determinately by the SEA was aimed to be pursued with the conclusion of the
Maastricht Treaty of 1992. The ambition to complete internal market with the
removal of all barriers for the assurance of free movement has been already
in question, however there emerged both new challenges and opportunities
on the eve of the changing political power balance in the world. Firstly, it is
of critical importance to bear in mind the fact that the ratification of the Treaty
was immediately after the collapse of communism and USSR which would
inevitably change the European atmosphere which was divided by the Iron
Curtain. Most importantly, it led the way for the German unification. The
collapse of communism implied also not the immediate but the future
eventual accession of the CEECs for the EU’s agenda of enlargement.
Additionally, the fact that while EU remained inactive in responding to the
Yugoslavian wars in their backyard, the war ended only after the US
intervention demonstrated the clear need for improvement of CFSP.
Christiansen et.al (2012: 687) argue that the content of the Treaty was
heavily shaped by the internal debates of reaction to the external challenges
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of 1990s149. Within the context of these internal and external developments,
the Maastricht Treaty was agreed by the convergence of two parallel
intergovernmental Conferences in 1990 during which the EMU and political
union were framed150. The Treaty formally established the political and legal
entity of ‘European Union’ bringing together the EC, ECSC and Euratom
within its own body. Besides, the three- pillar structure each covering
different subject area was adopted151. The first pillar i.e. the Community pillar
included the single market, EMU, European citizenship; the second pillar
included CFSP as a measure against the challenges of post-Cold War; the
third pillar comprised the JHA focused on the police and judicial cooperation,
migration and asylum policies and criminal matters152. Such a formulation of
pillar structure stemmed from aspirations to mix the supranational and
intergovernmental elements153. Kühnhardt (2011: 55) argues that the new
framework of Maastricht gave the EU a form of ‘in-between’ shape by
covering both supranational and intergovernmental elements 154.The unique
structure also called as ‘Europe of bits and pieces’155. The need for such a
formulation came from the fact that European policy integration was extended
to the so-called core state powers such as monetary, external and internal
security.
Unfortunately, enthusiastic ideas were undermined by the emergence
of ratification battles in several members. Most remarkably, Denmark
rejected the ratification of the Treaty when the Danish said ‘no’ in the
referendum of 1992. The shock of Danish refusal brought about a pessimism
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that regarded the negative result of the referendum would bring the end of all
hopes for the political union156. In this respect, the rejection articulated a wave
of political crisis within the Union by jeopardizing the all progress of the
integration. To explain the reasons of refusal one might look to the Danish
reservations about the EU integration process. First of all, the Denmark has
never been a firm advocate of the project of ‘European Union’ by which the
supranational features of the Union would be enhanced. The clear sign was
given already during the debates of SEA by the parliamentary rejection of the
Act. This trend was followed from SEA to the Maastricht and would be
followed also in the later periods of integration. The Danish vision for the
European integration was to pursue pragmatic step-by-step intergovernmental
cooperation where the national veto and unanimity would be reserved157.
Moreover, the opponents of the EU viewed the Treaty even as a threat to the
Denmark’s independence158. Because the arrangements of the Maastricht
were highly related with certain decrease in national sovereignty in the core
areas of CFSP and JHA, the formulation of the Treaty was against the will of
firm Danish defenders of keeping national sovereignty. In fact, the emergence
of the political crisis due to Danish referendum demonstrated the still ongoing
not-fixed founding members’ discussion of the finalité politique about the
European integration. So, the Danish ratification crisis was another example
of sovereignty conflict.
In order not to impede rapid stream of integration, immediate
solutions to the rejection was searched159. Thus, during the Edinburgh
Summit of December 1992 ultimate solution was formulated. The Summit
accommodated the Danish demands by granting legal exceptions or opt-outs;
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Denmark would remain outside the defense community, the third phase of
EMU including single currency, the supranational cooperation of police
affairs along with the certain exceptions in European citizenship160. Overall,
it created a special status for Denmark where the second referendum in May
1993 would be in favor of the ratification of the Treaty. Kühnhardt (2011:51)
assessed the process of ratification crisis as a necessarily productive time to
absorb the EFTA enlargement and to prepare the possible challenges
originating from the eastern enlargement on the horizon161. In that sense, it
would not be rushed into the challenge of conducting deepening and widening
simultaneously.
The Danish ratification crisis was not prolonged when the concessions
made during the Edinburg Summit, however it needs to be highlighted that
the Denmark – together with the UK- would be champion of many EC related
referendums with their rejections and so-called opting-out clause whose
protocol introduced also in the Edinburgh Summit162. In this sense, the optout refers to an alternative way of excluding certain member State from
certain policy area if that member state does not have wish to cooperate or
join that particular policy area thereby preventing the overall political
stalemate163. In this sense, the opting-out habits has been viewed as
‘pragmatic’ escapes from certain political deadlocks within the literature164.
Moreover, the concept of ‘differentiation’ has become the new trend of EU
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policy165. Such habits include British and Danish non-signatory to the EMU,
British and Irish non-involvement into Schengen zone166.
The consequences of the introduction of the opting-out clauses would
soon turn out a highly politicized field within the European citizens. That is
because the Denmark initial rejection was not the last one. Within the EU’s
evolving structure that needs to be keep up with the new realities of the world
politics, subsequent Treaty amendments were inevitable and the same critical
manner would be adopted during the ratification of the Nice Treaty of 2001
by the Irish referendum. As the Nice amendments included the agenda of EU
‘s eastern expansion, the enlargement is one of the most prominent and
problematic issues of the discussions. The Irish people stressed the loss of
influence coming with the enlarged EU167. Therefore, Kellermann (2001:1)
defined the ratification crisis as an example of constitutional problems of
enlargement168. Accordingly, the enlargement policy i.e. widening began to
be contested and conflicted area of deepening. The challenges of the
prospective enlargement begun from the very first moment when it was
mentioned. As Schneider (2009: 4) argues that enlargement process has the
potential to dominate the Intra-Union conflicts169. Since the 1990s,
membership/enlargement conflicts have increased alongside deepening
related conflicts so did member governments’ resort to referendums in
response to increasing politicization of EU matters. However, that is not to
underestimate other Irish concerns with the ratification of the Nice from
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dissatisfaction from the further integration to the losing State’s neutrality
because of the EU’s military plans170.
In any way, enlargement can be said to have effect both on the will of
the member states and the capability for further integration. The enlargementrelated concerns interrupted the fast stream of integration would gain more
prominence also during the Constitutional debate of 2005 which will be
explained in the following. Nevertheless, the same scenario in the Edinburgh
Summit in a way would not be played. While in the Danish case it had been
focused on the accommodation of the Danish demands in order to move ahead
with EMU, in Irish case, the importance and necessity for further integration
and enlargement was focused rather than the Irish demands. As Qvortrup and
Taffe (2002: 58) puts it, the reactions of member state governments attached
little importance to the verdict of the Irish referendum171. Carefully, the
negative outcomes of the referendums should not be devalued since these are
the initial signs of public dissatisfaction with or complete rejection of the
conducted integration process. In the same direction, the formulated solution
of ‘opt-outs’ is not a full reliable way since it may decrease the devotion of
the member states by rupturing the ‘us’ feeling of the integration172. However,
the worst scenario of rejection crisis has yet to come.
2.5. The Debate over the Integration Capacity; its Origin and
Development
For about last ten years, the EU has been pre-occupied many sociopolitical and economic challenges and initiatives which are impacted by the
enlargement. In the following part, the main issues paving way for the
enlargement fatigue will be discussed. They are ranging from the failure of
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Constitutional Treaty to the decrease of the public support for further
enlargement and a decline of EU decision- making capacity. Prior to the
completion of accession process of 2004, EU’s agenda was engaged with the
Constitutional Treaty debate that would visualize a radical deepening of
integration i.e. ever closer union including more flexible integration,
voluntary closer collaboration of member states for military assistance in case
of an armed aggression, permanent structured cooperation military
capabilities meet distinct criteria173. Failed constitutionalization process
which has left appetite neither for further integration nor for further
enlargement, turned into an energy-consuming challenge for the enlarged EU.
Here, it is worth to highlight the fact that the Nice Treaty was already
formulated to function efficiently for 27 members174. While within the EU’s
history there was a consensus over the fact that the deepening and widening
might go hand in hand, the first breaking point appeared with the
Constitutional referendums of France and Netherlands. The ambitious
deepening project of the Constitutional Treaty ended up with a pure stalemate
because of the unwillingness of the French and Dutch citizens for further
deepening because of possible further widening. Accordingly, the process
turned out torturous and energy-consuming massive challenge for the EU. As
Szolucha (2010: 112) argued that the French and Dutch rejection were largely
related with the unpopularity of the national governments and their being
ineffective to deal with the pressures of globalization175. Moreover, the
prospective of further enlargement the possible Anglo-Saxon vision of free
market with the accession of the ‘atlantics’ CEECs for the EU which has been
in the process of absorbing newly accessed members aggravated fears and
tensions about the EU’s quality of welfare176. Such fears were popularized
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and articulated by the threat of ‘Polish plumbers’ referring to migration of
cheap labor from CEECs especially during the constitutional referendum177.
The ever-ongoing debate of EU’s ‘democracy deficit’ as the
invigorator of the enlargement fatigue has also played its role. Following the
rejection of the Constitutional Treaty, the European Council declared a
‘period of reflection’ which covered Plan-D implying for democracy,
dialogue, and debate to enhance the trust and involvement of the Europe’s
citizens again178. Naturally, there happened the suspension of the further
enlargement until the resolution of the EU’s own institutional problems till
2007. There has been the clear sign of polarization over both the integration
and the expansion. The French and Dutch rejections were the earlier
indicators of the trend of negative integration on the horizon. The politicians
claimed that the entire project of European integration has entered a crisis of
political, of identity and of confidence179. Besides, for the enlargement debate
the concept of ‘absorption capacity ‘was attached by the Salzburg Declaration
of 2006 meaning the enlarging would be not only hinged on the candidate
states’ degree of alignment and satisfactorily fulfillment of the criteria but
also EU’s own level of preparedness to absorb a new State180. Accordingly,
talking about the 1990’s power engine behind the enlargement as EU’s major
tool of foreign policy has been /is no longer the case.
Moreover, the EU’s famous motto of ‘united in diversity’ began to
be tore down with the appearance of more diversity and heterogeneity
following enlargement rounds, discontent of the EU citizens and period of
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reflection. On the other hand, the immediate institutional reform was needed
to maintain the integration momentum by overcoming the challenges of the
decision-making with the increased number of members. Regarding the
prolonged period for the ratification of the Lisbon Treaty, that did not happen
in the short term though. Even worse, the Irish referendum for the Lisbon
reminded the same process leading to period of reflection with which the EU
might have not been able to tackle. As a result, the Ireland was forced for the
second voting. As Szolucha (2010: 117) argues that undermining the
democratic outcome of the first Irish referendum over the Treaty prepared for
more democracy is by definition ‘ironic’ enough181. Against this background,
the lack of public opinion against both for further widening and deepening, a
general lukewarm environment within the Union opened the way for
enlargement fatigue. In the same direction, the then French President Nicolas
Sarkozy evaluated the issue by saying “The European Union should forget
about adding new member states until it has resolved Ireland’s rejection of a
treaty designed to overhaul the bloc’s institutions”182.
What became prominent as ‘enlargement fatigue’ implies a slowdown
and unwillingness for enlargement. With the exacerbation of the internal
integration crisis the member States; especially France and Germany
proposed a halt for enlargement and ‘privileged membership’ for the Turkey’s
position. The fatigue can be also defined as the EU’s ‘incapacity to integrate’.
Schimmelfenning’s valuable analysis of components of the integration
capacity include “policy-making capacity, public support, and institutional
reform”183. If the functionality of these components is maintained, the EU
may both absorb new members and continue its own momentum of
deepening.
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implementation are severely affected by the enlargement rounds because of
the increased heterogeneity. In this direction, spatial model of rational choice
theory argues that increase in the group-size have negative effect on the
decision making because of the increasing intergovernmental bargaining
complexity and heterogeneity of the member States’ preferences 184. Vetoplayer theory indicates that with the increased number of actors there is a
higher chance of arising of a ‘veto player’ among the new members

185

. The

rationale behind is rooted in the fact that the more national States involved in
the policy-making process means the more different and diverse needs and
preferences to be satisfied. This diversity of preferences is always posing a
threat of indecision or policy stability186.As a result, it creates a decline in the
functionality of the decision- making along with the necessary reform and
legislation initiatives becoming more difficult. In the literature, the proposals
for overcoming the gridlock which are indeed far beyond the scope of this
thesis support either extension of the QMV and the anticipation theory i.e.
rise of the legislative output on the eve of the enlargement or differentiated
integration. The incremental extension of QMV has already discussed as a
potential solution for decision-making gridlock. That is why what was
brought by the QMV is not discussed here. Alongside the extension of QMV,
the differentiated integration as a reaction to increasing heterogeneity has also
gained prominence. Summarized as generation of ‘club within the club’,
differentiated integration implies the different levels of integration of the
Member States according to their willing/ unwilling to cooperate in certain
policy areas. The quotation made to support of the idea of ‘European nucleus’
by Brian Beedham is worth to give the general idea; “If some Europeans do
not like where full union might take them, at least let the true believers get on
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with it”187. The clear example can be given UK’s famous habits of opting out
from European Monetary System (EMS), Schengen Agreement, and asylum
and immigration policy188. Examples can be extended to CEECs initial
exclusion from EMU and Schengen until their full harmonization of
economic and visa polices189. In this respect, as Nugent (2015: 431) argues
that the EU faced with massive multi-speed differentiation190. However, the
difference between the two examples was the fact that the UK is voluntarily
non-participant of number of policies, while the CEECs were imposed to
adopt the necessary acquis such as Schengen which were incorporated to the
EU level by the Amsterdam Treaty191. While Kelemen and et al (2014: 648)
propose differentiation as amelioration for the gridlock in the decision
making, the current debate of Brexit which will be given detailed space later
is the core proof of how the differentiation can indeed give serious and
dangerous signals for the EU’s future of integration. Even though every
situation would not end up with the severe damage as caused by the Brexit,
differentiation poses a threat of States’ ‘being cold outside’ by leaving them
aside the fast stream of integration which is the unintended consequence192.
This self-imposed outsider status of the member States opting-out various
policies caused them to lose influence also over the other major political
debates193.
Another way of overcoming the gridlock of decision-making is the
‘anticipatory factor’ suggested by Leuffen and Hertz (2010). Accordingly, the
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anticipation of any prospective of enlargement would accelerate the adoption
of legislative acts beforehand194. The anticipation of the fact that decisionmaking would be more difficult to handle, the member States have been more
inclined to negotiate reforms without taking the risk of inclusion of new
players especially to the more conflict prone areas such as agriculture195. To
reveal such a link between the decision -making capacity and prospective
agenda of enlargement it is valuable to analyze the legislative output before
and after the enlargement. Leuffen and Hertz (2010: 66) argue that there is a
clear increase in the legislative output right before the enlargement while it
has decreased sharply after the enlargement196.
Figure 1: number of directives, regulations and decisions adopted by
the EU from 1967 till 2012197.
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According to the Figure 1, there is a general rising tendency of
legislative outputs before the enlargement rounds which is perfectly in line
with the Leuffen and Hertz’s study of anticipatory effect of enlargement of
the legislation. The data to the year of 2012 was chosen deliberately to
demonstrate the ‘immediate’ impact of big bang round on decision making.
On the other hand, Toshkov (2015:13) argues that the decrease in the
legislative output is not necessarily correlated with enlargement rounds198. In
this direction, Toshkov (2015: 13) alleges that enlargement might be
contributing factor to the relatively small decrease in the outputs after the fifth
round but the date coincided with the EP’s end of term when the higher
number of legislation is usually adopted199. On the other hand, here it is
notable to remind the fact that the EU might be in need of being more active
and reactionary and responsive to the changing world politics and current
developments. In this sense, it is disappointing to mention about even ‘small’
decrease while there is a growing need for more and more for its actorness.
Overall, there appears a complex picture of reform which is both in
anticipation of and in compensation to enlargement. In addition, despite such
presumptions against the risk of EU’s becoming unfunctional, the fact that
EU is still suffering from a ‘fatigue’ needs a closer look to be handled.
Lastly, the most important and contentious debate of contemporary
EU agenda; problem of ‘democratic legitimacy’ appearing with the decrease
in public support is discussed. The above-mentioned problems coming with
or aggravated by the enlargement is accompanied by waning public support
for both further deepening and widening. In this context, enlargement and
decrease in public support are the reciprocal factors altogether leading a
‘fatigue’. Prominent point of dissatisfaction from enlargement is rooted
deeply in growing elite-public gap on the EU policy issues. From all of them,
enlargement is the most contentious debate open to discussion and
198
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politicization. Such that, today there is a general inclination to far-right parties
and rise of Euro-skepticism, which will be given enough space later, because
of the further enlargement fears in the public accompanied by cultural/ethnic
threats, religious intolerance, anti-immigration attitudes. After the eastern
round, public opinion for further enlargement turned into from ‘permissive
consensus’ to ‘constraining consensus’200. The way to eliminate such hostile
towards enlargement and ensure public support depends on keeping public
informed by national governments via media. Process should also include
mutual understanding i.e. paying attention to the citizen’s needs and concerns.
Today the EU is suffering from multiple crises leading to and feeding from
enlargement fatigue, policy-making paralysis, economic downturn, Euroskepticism, and insecurity201. Moreover, economic austerities during the
financial crisis, incoherent border decisions during the refugee crisis and
lastly the Brexit period suck the energy of stream of integration. Altogether
they caused also EU’s loss of attractiveness in the eyes of the non-members
already disappointed from the tight conditionality. Conversely, the careful
statements regarding the enlargement is made by the Union which generates
bleak picture again. Such an exhaustion brings up the question of whether the
EU can expand indefinitely under such a hard period testing its unity and
conformity202.
To sum, the following period did not bring anything but pure
complexity with the successive internal and external crises. Today, the
economic and political changes in world politics which have direct effect on
the EU’s actorness have appeared as challenges to the world politics and
balance of power in the international system as well. Examples include rise
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of terrorism, cross-border activities, humanitarian disasters etc. Accordingly,
EU’s attitude towards enlargement and towards applicant and candidate
States evolves under these current threats. As the sequential events have
significant implications for future assumptions, before coming to where we
are in the current debates, it will be shortly visited where we have been in the
next chapters for the EU’s own process of deepening. Within the framework
of this thesis, challenges appeared after the concept of ‘enlargement fatigue’
by which the cumulative process of deepening and widening are highly
effected, will be discussed.
2.6. Ratification Crisis of the draft Constitutional Treaty
The year of 2005 witnessed the water-shed events both for deepening
and widening. Remarkably, since 2000s there has been continuing debate
over the future of the EU. That was mostly voiced by the supporters of the
treaty reform. To this end, there has been established the ‘Convention on the
Future of Europe’ to formulate concrete and feasible options about the
prospective character of the EU in 2000203. Fundamentally, such a vision was
pursuant to Laeken Declaration of 2001 which would “replace the all of the
former treaties and become the single constitutional document of the Union
with the abolition of pillar structures”204 offered highly ambitious aspiration
of federalism. In the following process, what was produced for the aspirations
about EU’s future has been Draft Treaty Establishing a Constitution for
Europe produced by the Convention in 2002-2003205. In 2004, it was signed
by the IGC in Rome206. The promises of the Constitutional Treaty have been
“enhanced political participation in decision making with keeping citizens
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more informed thereby increasing institutional trust and establishment of
common European identity”207.
The abolition of the pillar structure was viewed by Dedman (2009:
174) as a move towards decreasing the control of the member states over the
areas

which

had

been

previously handled

by intergovernmental

cooperation208. In terms of its innovations other than bringing the existing
treaties together in its own body, the Constitutional Treaty foresaw a federal
constitutional model209. In terms of institutional setting, the Treaty proposed
the enhancement the role of EP thereby increasing the citizens’ participation
to the EU policy-making. Moreover, it would further expand the QMV except
for the sensitive issues such as enlargement.
The optimistic and innovative agenda in terms of the Convention
method designing the Constitutional Treaty would bring sadly the pessimistic
outlook of European integration with the entrance of ‘period of reflection’. In
this respect, the ongoing ratification crisis of European politics has gained a
new dimension, but this time the consequences of the ratification crisis of the
Constitutional Treaty would not be the same as the previous ones. The critical
point was that the rejection came from the negative result of the referendums
held in two founding members namely; France and Netherlands.
There was no consensus on the question of why the French and Dutch
people rejected the Treaty. However, the notable socio-economic
explanations leading to the failure of ratification may be summarized as both
the rejection against further integration and further enlargement. The need to
deepen and widen simultaneously became the reality of the worldwide
changing power balances since 1989 which brought a special double
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challenge to the EU210. In this context where EU has already faced with the
undesirable practice to accommodate both deepening and widening, the
articulation of fears of ending the national sovereignty and concerns of
possible Turkish accession during the referendum campaigns in France and
Netherlands played well their roles. The economic concerns including rise of
the unemployment and further liberalization was also remarkable in
Eurobarometer surveys211. In the same vein, Dedman (2009: 174) focused on
public discontent with the whole integration project and its implications of
globalization and free market212. Surely, the economic setbacks have been not
only subject to the EU-level solution. They have been highly hinged on
willingness of the national governments as well. Besides, concerns of the
Dutch and French people were further aggravated by the Bolkstein Directive
which laid out the arrangements of liberalizing services across Europe and
also by the prospect of accession negotiations with Turkey213. Cini and
Borrogan (2013: 54) also argue that the rejection can be partly explained with
the growing public dissatisfaction with their domestic political arena 214. In a
way, people showed their resentment against political elites through their
votes on the Constitution. Disappointingly, the French and Dutch
referendums indicated the alienation of the people from the EU institutions as
well215. As a result, the Eurosceptic political parties have found a fertile
ground for their anti-EU propaganda. Startin and Krouwel (2013: 79) evaluate
these developments as ‘galvanization of support for the radical right’216.
Within this new momentum, the populist far right parties most remarkably
National Front in France and Party for Freedom in Netherlands that criticize
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the EU as being undemocratic and elitist would increasingly become salient
actors in European politics in the next years. In addition, EU policy making
issues including EMU policies traditionally dealt at the elite-level has
attracted attention and gained prominence at the public-level with because of
politicizing effect of the referendums217. The citizens’ politicization will be
given space later but it is of critical importance to keep in mind the fact that
its origins lied behind the debacle of the Constitutional Treaty or be even
traced to Maastricht ratification crises.
In fact, the outcome did not come as surprise due to the very
characteristics of the European history of integration as being a total
manuscript of many ups and downs. Still, the failure produced a shock wave
within the Union. It activated the feelings of ‘Euroscepticism’ which had been
latent and minimized since the end of the 1970s. The outstanding phrase by
Jean Claude Juncker; “Europe is not in crisis it is in deep crisis” marked the
end of the European constitutionalization and beginning of the European
‘period of reflection’. The ratification crisis along with the above-mentioned
problems on the table led EU to “…think a period for reflection, clarification
and discussion”218 for the future of the Union. That implied literally a ‘pause
button’ for both widening and deepening. Miszlivetz (2012:2) criticized the
announcement of the period of reflection on the grounds that the Commission
did not face with the severe reality but avoided by declaring ‘reflection’ and
Plan D: Democracy, Dialogue, Debate which have been not sufficient to
compensate the democratic deficit and reconnect people with the European
project again219. Therefore, as the Eurobarometer polls indicated that citizens’
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trust in EU and its institutions has declined in 2005220. Overall, Kühnhardt
(2011: 10) defines the period as a period of EU’s being sent to coma221 whose
recovery from would happen in 2010 by the initiative of the German EU
presidency.
Eventually when the things were almost back on track with the
negotiations on new amending Treaty i.e. Lisbon Treaty, another traditional
ratification obstacle were on the horizon. It reopened the ratification drama
by which the EU’s agenda was already occupied for long222.The main actor
of the rejection was Ireland again. The Irish rejection did not produce another
period of reflection as in the previous Constitutional debacle. The second
referendum, however it resurfaced important issues regarding the ratification
process, for instance; the long-standing public-elite gap. Critically, together
with the Dutch and French rejections of the Constitutional Treaty, initial Irish
No to the ratification of the Lisbon Treaty created a diffusion of self-doubt of
whether the ‘public opinion come with us’223. The answer was/ is either no,
or conditional yes; if only the necessary public demands will be
accommodated by the EU policy makers. Apparently from now on any Treaty
amendment will be subject to the approval of European citizens due to
growing political awareness about the EU’s policies i.e. politicization. On
the other side, Cini and Borragan (2013: 62) link the rejection with the lack
of knowledge and understanding of the Treaty224. Likewise, Elkink and
Sinnot (2015: 218) who put great emphasis on political knowledge as a strong
variable in the voting choices of the Irish people, clarify that 46% of people
from ‘no’ camp was in the opinion that there had been lack of information
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and knowledge 225. In addition, the perception of the specific contents of the
Treaty; from the abortion law, increase in tax rates to the establishment of the
European army, was also important factor in the negative voting behavior226.
The latter was in line with the traditional Irish concern of neutrality which
was perceived during the Nice referendum as well. In this respect, Dedman
(2009: 178) argued that being more inclined to regard EU as an economic
arrangement just like the UK, Ireland would be suspicious of every further
step towards further political integration227.
From the integrationist view, too much were on stake especially after
the defeat of the Constitutional Treaty. The Lisbon was highly considered as
the second chance to realize necessary reforms. As a result, the great pressure
was put on Ireland to run a second referendum. The strong advocates of the
liberal democratic community were in vicious circle. The question of whether
the practice of democracy is applied to get the intended result has arisen. The
choices were to bury all of the Lisbon project, to renegotiate the terms, or to
pressure a second referendum by bribing the Irish exist from the EU228. In this
context, the only feasible resolution to the ratification crisis was seen to rerun referendum by the EU leaders. By this way, the burden was put on the
Irish government in between the result of the democratic referendum and
pressures of the EU leaders. On the other hand, the EU was almost on the
brink of entering a most serious destructive economic crisis of its integration
history. Especially, Ireland being one of European States hit severely by the
economic crisis could not take the risk of being isolated from the EU and its
financial support229. There left no choice but second Irish referendum. The
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desired outcome by the margin of 67% was obtained in the second
referendum.
The partial relaxing moment came when the Lisbon Treaty came into
effect on December 2009 with the all hopes the things would be back on the
track with that the Lisbon. However, the potency of the critical withdrawal
article of the Lisbon i.e. the Article 50 was underestimated; “1. Any Member
State may decide to withdraw from the Union in accordance with its own
constitutional requirements”230. The new ones even more serious and vicious
ones on the horizon. Additionally, the impact of the ratification crises must
not be forgotten because of the fact that at one point there might arise the
necessity to reform the existing Lisbon Treaty in an evolving world politics
as already implied by the White Paper of the Commission of 2017231.
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CHAPTER 3

RECENTLY EXPERIENCED CRISES
Until now, the experienced crises have been much more related with
the EU’s internal structure such as the reforms via the Treaty amendments or
the appearance of ‘euro-sclerosis’ and Euro-skepticism due to the rise of
intergovernmentalism. However, the meaning and definition of the EU’s
crises has gained a new dimension with the appearance of the global financial
crisis which also spread into the Eurozone. Accordingly, this chapter begins
with the examination of the Eurozone crisis. While EU’s agenda of policy
making had been preoccupied with the eurozone crisis, another challenge was
coming for the EU. Accordingly, the Grexit debate would be soon replaced
by the refugee crisis in the face of highest number of displaced people from
Syria232. The outbreak of Syrian civil war pushed many people for
immigration to Europe. Within the framework of EU’s asylum policy, the
measures and response have been inefficient. In addition, unwilling response
of the member states deliberately turned the challenge into an internal
political crisis in the EU. It has created further tension between member states
that host already high number of Syrians and member states that were
reluctant to share the burden. In a sense, the economic crisis would be
followed by the political crisis. When the dusts of the refugee crisis were
about to settle thanks to the strong cooperation initiative with Turkey, the
withdrawal decision of the UK from the EU was at the door. Altogether within
the quagmire of crises, the EU would get through another chain of crises
which were preceded by others.
3.1. The Eurozone Sovereign Debt Crisis
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The eurozone crisis has been the combination of the design flaws of
the EMU; such as non-convergence of fiscal policies with monetary policies
which will be clarified in the following, with financial crisis leading to deep
divergences of the member states and thereby creating a political crisis233. In
fact, it has been just the beginning of the unprecedented solidarity tests for
the Member States because the EU would be challenged in the context of
mass divergences over the member states’ responses and reactions to the
crisis. It has been also the process during which EU’s policies and its further
enlargement would become incrementally politicized, conflictual, and
contested. In the same direction, Schimmelfenning (2014: 322) argues that
because of current developments, the issue of European integration has been
shifted to the domestic politics of the member States in which the parties
trying to claim credit or make the EU scapegoat234.
The origin of the Eurozone crisis comes from ‘Great Recession’ of
2007-2008 which blew out because of the subprime mortgage crisis and
spread by the mortgage-backed securities in the US 235. What is seen as rather
isolated and therefore underestimated at the beginning turned quickly into a
full blown of recession. The following events such as the bailing out Bear
Sterns and bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers in 2008 resulted in the liquidity
shortage236. In order to prevent worsening of the situation, States reacted with
a provision of credit and liquidity into financial markets 237. However, the
reflection of the crisis was sovereign debt crisis in eurozone. Because of the
high level of connection between US and EU markets, European financial
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market was hit dramatically238. The transmission of the recession has been
remarkably at record speed. Schimmelfenning (2014: 322) describes the
spread of the crisis from US to EU as a ‘triple sequence of financial crisis,
debt crisis and Eurozone crisis’239. The countries suffered most from the crisis
have been Portugal, Ireland, Italy, Greece, and Spain (PIIGS) having high
debt and weak economic growth. On the other side, Germany has been
champion of the economic growth because of avoidance of the household
debts in contrast to peripheral eurozone countries240. What stands out in the
European version of economic crisis is the fact that it generated also a political
crisis inducing discussions and inconsistent reactions about diagnosing and
responding to the crisis241. Additionally, the financial crisis revealed the
structural weaknesses of monetary union that had been already there but
latent242. In this sense, while the main triggering factor of the eurozone crisis
has been the financial crisis of 2008, EU-related factors; structural problems
with account deficits and rise of indebtedness in the periphery original design
of the EMU with centralized monetary policy and decentralized fiscal policy
must be taken into consideration within the whole picture243.
After failed implementation of the Werner Plan, the peculiar structure
of the EMU was originally designed by the Delors report of 1989 envisaging
three-staged creation of the EMU and independent ECB and the single
common currency244. Further amendments were done by the Convergence
Criteria of the Maastricht Treaty specifying the economic criteria for the
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members states to harmonize the national policies and thereby facilitating
creation of the eurozone and by the Stability and Growth Pact ensuring
member states’ adherence to the budgetary discipline. In this formulation, the
economic divergences of the member states could not be compensated for the
sake of the monetary union and there have been member states who could not
fulfill the economic criteria245.

Another prominent issue has been the

structural design of the EMU. While the monetary policy has been under the
supranational control of the ECB having authority to decide and implement
the European monetary policy, the fiscal policy which is the complementing
policy area of the monetary union was under the control of the member
states246. As Vilpišauskas (2013: 364) argues the fact that the monetary union
was not completed by the centralization of the fiscal union resulted in
destabilization of the financial markets and undermining the strength of the
monetary union247. The design of the EMU was, therefore, highly prone to
the differentiated national fiscal policies. When the crisis broke out, these
deficiencies along with no bail-out clause in the Article 125 and no allocation
of credit from EU to the member states in the Article 123 of TFEU hindered
any active reaction and immediate response248. As Ergin (2013: 14) explains,
the reason of such no bail-out clause has been targeted to prevent the ‘moral
hazard’ by encouraging member states to comply with the fiscal discipline249.
While they have given clear direction not to bail-out, there has been no
alternative in case of economic crisis. Therefore, the EU was caught
unprepared and produced inaction. As a result, highly indebted States
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especially Greece could not repay their government debt without any
assistance or rescue package from other member States or ECB.
As a response to the crisis, EU has engaged in set of economic
governance reforms to facilitate its economic governance and to restore its
levels of economic growth, stability and employment250. These were basically
measures aiming to bolster and reform the Stability and Growth Pact(SGP)251.
To this end, there has been two packages respectively; “Two Pack” in 23
November and “Six Pack” in 13 December 2011 were formulated252. While
Six Pack improved the SGP and introduced “Macroeconomic Imbalance
Procedure” to surveil macroeconomic policies, Two Pack introduced Member
States’ obligation to present Draft Budgetary Plans to improve Commission’s
monitoring system253.Moreover, intergovernmental agreement of “Treaty on
Stability, Coordination and Governance in the Economic and Monetary
Union”- ‘called as fiscal compact as well’ in order to settle budget discipline
of the eurozone was produced254. Accordingly, it aimed “to ensure national
budgets are balanced or in surplus, to boost the impact of recommendations
made by the European Commission when euro area countries' public deficits
become too large, to improve coordination of national economic policies”255.
It would increase Commission’s power and role in supervising national fiscal
policies256
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EU’s responses to the crisis have been critical consequences for the
EU's integration. They can be explained mainly by two different camps;
‘functional spillover camp’ by the elites and ‘constraining dissensus camp’
by the public. Such polarization demonstrates the traditional elite-public gap
in the European integration history as well. After a moment of inactivity, a
number of fiscal integration initiatives that offered functional ‘spillover’ from
the neo-functionalist perspective, have been launched. Indeed, the economic
crisis and its repercussions were mostly regarded as the ‘revenge of the neofunctionalism’ coming from the fact that the necessary completion of the
spillover had not been previously completed by a political or fiscal union257.
Fortunately, with the recognition of vulnerability to economic crisis, the
member states agreed on strengthening fiscal and financial integration. These
would require transfer of more national competences to the EU. With regard
to this, Schimmelfenning (2014: 323) argues that the delegating competences
to EU along with technocratic form of governance would protect eurozone
integration from the severe effects of the politicization258. As a feasible step
towards banking union, the European System of Financial Supervisors
including the European Banking Authority were established in 2010. In order
to resolve the no bail-out problem, importance of the preservation of the euro
and eurozone has given credit with the revision of no-bail out clause; it has
been inserted a new clause to Article 136 TFEU259 in order to make
establishment of bailing out mechanisms possible260.
In order to resolve the no bail-out problem, firstly the temporary
assistance mechanisms European Financial Stability Facility (EFSF)
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providing temporarily financial assistance during the harsh crises of Greece,
Ireland and Portugal in June 2010261, and then permanent mechanism to bailout namely as European Stability Mechanism (ESM) in 2012 came to the
fore262. Both were aimed to preserve financial stability of the eurozone263. On
the one hand, these arrangements would not have been possible without the
context of eurozone crisis because of the member states’ unwillingness264.
The support for EU-level and euro-level solutions was of critical importance.
After the outbreak of the eurozone crisis, the support for the euro has been on
the increase even in the countries hardest hit by the crisis such as in Greece265.
Appraisal for euro as a warning for the member states; “If the euro collapses,
Europe collapses” by Chancellor Angela Merkel266. The support for the euro
came from member states’ high dependency to the eurozone, its transnational
capital movement and the possible costs in the event of adopting new
currency or exit of the one member states267. On the other hand, the way in
which member states’ especially Germany -as a main creditor-in dealing with
the economic crisis induced harsh reactions from the people. Accordingly,
bail out packages to Greece were formulated within the Economic
Adjustment Programs ; these were chronologically Troika’s- comprising
tripartite formation of ECB, European Commission and International
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Monetary Fund (IMF)- loan of about €110 billion in May 2010268, of €240
billion in February 2012269 ,of 86 billion from 2015 to 2018270. The bailing
out was not a smooth process and created disagreements about its efficiency.
While it has been regarded a feasible solution especially under the pressures
of the financial markets, there have been voices referring to already
unsustainability of the Greek public debt271. In this point, what is presented
as a solidarity test became a mechanism of bailing out by not letting Greece
default. At the same time the new term and discussion meaning the possible
exit of the Greece from the eurozone i.e ‘Grexit’ showed up. Due to references
of conditionality imposed on Greece and other Euro debtor countries along
with a threat of possible Grexit in every round of bailout negotiations, the
final agreement on bailing out did not mean a full solidarity either 272. The
firm German attitude has been self-evident especially in the Greek case273.
Especially after the election of the SYRIZA, Grexit has been used to ensure
the government’s compliance with the terms. As the main creditor, Germany
agreed on the financial support only in return of the strict fiscal austerity
measures and policy changes in Greece274. As a result, although the offered
resources were not sufficient, the German terms to supply were harsh275.
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These elite-level measures triggered mass reactions from the
European publics. That would imply the worst consequences of the eurozone
crisis for the EU. The process may be also described as the concrete public
shift from ‘permissive consensus’ to ‘distraining dissensus’276. The EU
integration was challenged unprecedentedly by the public disapprovals,
increasing distrust to the national governments. That created government
instabilities in the member states with snap elections277. As a result,
Euroscepticism has grown with the mobilization of the populist right-wing
parties which are dangerously on the rise, and with the polarization between
indebted and solvent States278. Such a division between member states led to
the change of power relations with the rise of Germany that would generate
further EU-wide dissatisfaction especially during the refugee crisis on the
horizon279 Because the emerging need to accommodate public demands,
Vilpišauskas (2013: 372) argues that the process normally handled at the
policy-makers level became obstructed for any generation of incentive for
reforms280.
In this context, there has been incremental EU-wide politicization as
already implied. The process was even aggravated by the regular
governmental elections in the eurozone. Moreover, the crisis resulted in also
snap elections281. During the period of eurozone crisis these were
exacerbated. The political parties such as SYRIZA in Greece have set their
agenda with regard to the response to the crisis in order to gain political
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power282. For example, it adopted firm position of anti-bailout packages283 In
that sense, harsh criticisms towards the national governments, their
commitment to and cooperation with EU in formulating strict austerity
measures became their main political tool to mobilize people284. Most
remarkably, the Eurosceptic populist parties have gained leverage all over the
EU. For example, the reaction of the Greek people to the austerity and bail
out packages presented by Panellínio Sosialistikó Kínima (PASOK)
government in Greece was concretely indicated the collapse of the PASOK
by the victory of the radical left SYRIZA in January 2015 285. What attracts
people to make such a decision has been the SYRIZA’s solution to crisis
under its anti-austerity Thessaloniki program’ mainly offering amelioration
to austerities of the Troika and financial support to the people286. That was
the above-mentioned political agenda of the SYRIZA as a response to the
crisis. After coming to power, SYRIZA arguing that the terms of the bail out
were unacceptable called a nation-wide referendum on the bailout conditions
in July 2015

287

. Nevertheless, at the end it had to approve the bailout

measures thereby shelving to the ‘Grexit’ debates which will be soon replaced
by the issue of British exist i.e. ‘Brexit’ going beyond just being a ‘debate’
under the Article 50 of the TFEU. The Brexit debate will be defined in the
next chapter but it is of critical importance to bear in mind this highly
politicized European atmosphere triggered by and beginning the eurozone
crisis.
Overall, at the functional level the deficiencies of the structural design
of EMU came to light through the outbreak of the eurozone crisis.
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Consequently, it generated a new impetus towards fiscal integration,
budgetary coordination and surveillance and banking union288. On the other
side, at the public level; the eurozone crisis drained all hopes and necessary
conformity of the public with their national governments and with EU’s elites
which created a concrete obstacle and discouragement for further political
integration. In fact, more than being just a hindrance to speed of integration,
the anti- EU sentiments that were usually articulated found a suitable
ambiance to blossom. As already discussed, the EU’s historical integration
process has never been a smooth one with many ups and downs, spillovers
and spillbacks. However, the current crisis, other than its being accompanied
by the deep economic effects for the European citizens that became highly
politicized, may be counted as a burnout of all of the gloomy moments of
integration within its history. The EU faced with the choice of whether to
break up with Greece. They did achieve in preserving the status quo of the
Greek membership. However, they could not prevent massive public reaction
because of elite-level fiscal policy arrangements. These were included
adoption of firm austerity packages by which the European people- more than
anyone else- effected. The result was people’s incrementally involvement in
the European policies. Citizens’ involvement created discrepancy between
“functionally efficient and politically feasible solutions”289. Nonetheless, the
most critical and severe consequence of such rise in politicization and
Euroscepticism has not yet to come. The worst gloomy outlook would soon
appear before the full recovery from Greek debt crisis along with the outbreak
of multiple crisis of refugee crisis and which I call ‘disintegration crisis’; i.e.
Brexit.
3.2. The European Refugee Crisis
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In order to better understand the limitations faced by the EU during
the migrant flow, the legal framework of EU’s asylum policy will be
explained firstly. In fact, it is a very broad subject area with many formulated
directives and regulations. However, since the main focus would be on the
current developments, there will be only a short overview of the main legal
instruments under the Schengen regime. After the analysis of the existing
legal mechanisms, how EU react to the refugee problem will be introduced.
The internal developments of the EU include the rise of the xenophobic right
wing, the articulation of Euroscepticism, increased public perceptions of
insecurity because of terrorist attacks, and divergent responses of the member
states. To summarize, how the Syrian migration flow was added to the EU’s
catalog of crises will be analyzed.
On the other side, the most prominent actor of the crisis i.e. Turkey
by hosting largest number of refugees, has been regarded as a reliable partner
in dealing with the issue. To this end, a new partnership between EU-Turkey
including extensive political engagement and dialogue with a series of mutual
visits and joint summits has emerged. That is why, EU-Turkey relations
which have been subject to the concept of being inconclusive with
reoccurring

problems

including

vetoes

of

chapters,

reciprocal

disappointments, and discouragements will be revisited. That is to determine
whether the rapprochement has been the EU’s ’rational choice’ as an attempt
to transfer Turkey into a ‘buffer zone’ for the sake of its own security, or has
been a genuine revitalization of the relations promising a possible final
accession of Turkey.
3.2.1 The Legal Framework of the EU’s Asylum Policy
“The right to seek asylum’ is provided under the Article 14 of the
Universal Human Rights declaration along with the right to access to refugee
determination procedures with a non-refoulment principle290. Therefore,
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asylum seekers awaiting to be granted as refugee status hold the right to enjoy
basic human rights291. The legal framework of international protection of
refugees and status of refugees have its origins back to 1951 UN Geneva
Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees and 1967 Protocol. Such an
attempt was the consequence of many displaced persons during both World
Wars. The Convention is highly significant on the grounds that it has been the
first international and legal document “defining, processing and resettling
refugees”292. Thus, the essentials of the EU’s acquis relating to its asylum
policy come from the 1951 Convention. The resolution of the Convention has
important implications for both Turkey’s refugee protection system and the
current status of Syrian refugees in Turkey. The term called as ‘geographic
limitation’ refers that Turkey allocates refugee status to asylum seekers only
coming from Europe293.
The term ‘refugee’ is usually confused with terms such as ‘immigrant’
and ‘asylum seeker’. Accordingly, immigrant means that someone who
‘migrates’ to another county with economic, educational, or professional
concerns other than humanitarian security. Having gained part importance
during the refugee crisis, the distinction between immigrant and refugee was
clarified by Chancellor Angela Merkel “The hope for a better life is not a
sufficient reason ´to seek asylum or residence permit here.”294. Asylum
seekers are the persons who applied for to be granted refugee status and
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waiting to be granted

295

. Accordingly, the distinction between being

immigrant and asylum seeker is that the latter has an exact implication of
‘escape’ from the country of origin. Finally, worldwide accepted definition
of ‘refugee’ as introduced under the Article 1 paragraph A (2) of the
Convention;
Any person [subject to] “…well-founded fear of being persecuted for
reasons of race, religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group
or political opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or,
owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that
country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country of his
former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, owing to
such fear, is unwilling to return to it.”296.
As already implied, the status of refugee involves a forcefully or
involuntarily movement into other countries other than his/her own origin. As
Kale (2005: 5) argues that refugees who are the victims of the civil wars,
ethnic conflicts, are faced with human rights violations. This humanitarian
aspect of the term refugee necessitates a worldwide humanitarian protection.
However, there is an ironic and unfortunate tendency of the EU member
states, from which humanitarian protection is expected, to protect themselves
from flux of refugees as witnessed during the Syrian refugee crisis. In this
sense, while the legal documents regarding the humanitarian issue of refugees
are mostly formulated for the sake of sharing responsibility and burden, there
is an unfair share between the States as indicated by the figure 1 below. Till
now, the EU member states had no exception and that is why they are heavily
criticized for their attitudes. Indeed, it showed that the European common
asylum policy has been not that much ‘common’. Moreover, such an attitude
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caused many people to risk their lives by using dangerous and illegal
routes297. As a result, an already vulnerable issue turned into a humanitarian
disaster by draining all hopes of the victims of the civil war.
Figure 2: The distribution of asylum seekers in the EU by destination
countries in the first semester of 2015298.

The first European initiatives to insert asylum issue into a common
policy area came to the fore in the EU’s legal documents at the level of
intergovernmental cooperation. Indeed, one may assume that the EU’s
asylum policy is the process incrementally shifting from intergovernmental
to community method. At the beginning, the establishment of the single
market by the SEA of 1986 unavoidably necessitated the harmonization of
member states’ regime of justice and home affairs299. Especially within the
light of future developments in this field, the neo-functionalist aspiration was
realized. From a functionalist point, it implied the functional spillover of one
policy area to the another. In the same vein, Bendixsen (2016: 539) alleges
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that the initiative to abolish border controls by establishing common external
border has been the direct result of attempt to expand the single market300
Moreover, the uneven share of migration was the same as in now. For
instance, the year of 1986 witnessed sharp distinction between Germany
receiving 99.700 requests versus Netherlands receiving 5900 requests301. As
Su (2008: 42) argues that policy makers under overwhelming pressure of
massive migration began to consider asylum seekers as a threat to their
national security, welfare, and stability302. Kale (2005:109) explains this
inclination with the traditional state-centric notion prioritizing the concerns
of state’s internal security and sovereignty303.
More importantly, main motivation foreseeing such cooperation
appeared because of increasing migration flows in the aftermath of the fall of
the Berlin Wall. With the changing international context in the post-Cold War
era, the massive displacements posed a particular challenge to Europe304. The
rising trend was exacerbated by the Yugoslavian Wars in 1990s as well305.
Soon the European agenda would be fully occupied by the concepts of
growing number of refugees, growing and uneven number of asylum requests
and hence necessity for burden-sharing mechanism.
Against this background, first steps of cooperation in the asylum
policies were taken by the intergovernmental agreements of Schengen and
Dublin outside the EU’s competences. Accordingly, EU initiated
intergovernmental cooperation of their asylum policies covering the elements
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of free movement of people, goods, services and capital, controls of external
borders and asylum requests within the framework of Schengen Agreement
of 1985306. The participant countries included France, Germany and
BeNeLux307 The Agreement would be further accompanied by the Schengen
Convention in 1990. Structurally, its recognition of national governments as
main actors refers the involvement to and domination of nation-state
preferences over policy making process308. Its content covered that by the
representation of single external border; “The signatory states to the
agreement have abolished all internal borders”309 in which the free movement
of persons is guaranteed. As Vevstad (1998:255) argues that it has been the
most inclusive instrument framing and institutionalizing State responsibilities
for asylum requests along with the concepts of first country/ safe third
country310. In addition, it formalized cooperation between signatory European
States over the matters of asylum seekers, refugees, border controls and police
cooperation311. In this context, the Schengen Convention of 1990 both
consolidated the Agreement and expanded its signatories.
In parallel direction with the Schengen, the Dublin Convention of
1990 with its strong bounding character as indicated in Article 1 of its General
Provisions was formulated. In this respect, the Convention consolidated
between contracting States’-namely; France, Germany, BeNeLux, Greece,
Italy, Spain, Ireland, United Kingdom, Denmark, Portugal, Austria, Finland,
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Sweden, Iceland and Norway312- obligations previously framed by the
Geneva Convention of 1951. As its full title indicates, it aimed to “determine
the State responsible for examining applications for asylum lodged in one of
the member states”313. In this sense, the burden of influx to one member state
would be eliminated by the responsibility criteria314. Moreover, it envisaged
that asylum seekers could apply for asylum only in one country. It would be
the first country where he/she enters the common internal area. As Krieken
(2000: 273) argues that it did lift the ‘forum shopping’ and ‘asylum seeker in
orbit’ that asylum seekers relocate from one State to another in searching for
acceptance their request315. Gilbert (2015: 531) defines it as the prevention
of the ‘refugee ping pong’316. With these amendments, it established more
unified and consistent regime of asylum system. As Gençer (2016: 41)
defines that today’s European policies regarding the asylum seekers have
been heavily shaped by the provisions of the Dublin Convention317. For
example, under the framework of Dublin, the Eurodac system comparing
fingerprints of asylum seekers and illegal immigrants was launched in
2013318. The fingerprint system enabled the detection of the asylum seekers
trying to request asylum for a second time in another European State319.
Although the Convention as seemed to successfully incorporate to the EU
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legal framework the then problems with feasible solutions, further
harmonization was still needed to be embraced.
The following periods from 1992 onwards witnessed major
developments with regard to asylum cooperation. That has been mostly
related with the context of immigration because of disastrous Yugoslavian
Wars in 1990s320. The ambitious agenda towards the establishment of an area
of freedom, security and justice has been self-evident from the very
beginning321. To this end, the third pillar i.e. JHA pillar of the TEU of 1992
institutionalized

the

above-mentioned

cooperation.

That

was

an

intergovernmental though. The most important perspective has been the
assurance of free movement of people within the EU’s internal border
according to Article K.1 of the TEU322. The areas covered by the Article K1
have been respectively; asylum policy, governing and controlling external
borders, immigration policy regarding nationals of third countries etc.323.
Lifting all of the internal borders would mean a necessity for stricter and equal
system of border controls324. That was largely because of the fact that the
application of the border checks was not same in every member State hence
creating inefficiency of the working system prone to threat of smuggling or
illegal migration. However, the incorporation of the Schengen would be
achieved only by the Amsterdam Treaty
However, it is necessary to highlight the fact that third pillar was
maintained on the basis of intergovernmental method where the decision may
be taken only by the full consent of the member states. Diverging interests led
diverging aspirations about finalité politique of the third pillar. While Spain,
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Italy and Benelux countries were in favor of full ‘communitarisation’, the
firm opponents namely Denmark, UK, Ireland, and Greece wanted nothing
more than reference to intergovernmental cooperation325. Indeed, it was a
compromise between member states which were deemed to cooperate but still
desire to hold the control326. By referring the sensitivity of the issues in ‘high
politics’ such as CFSP and JHA, Kale (2005:19) explains the reason or desire
of intergovernmental cooperation with the diverging if not clashing national
interests327. Monor (2012: 721) put it as a distinction between maximalists
foreseeing expand the scope of community method and minimalists limiting
the cooperation with minimum common denominator328.
While the TEU has been pioneering policy-making initiative in the
field of asylum policy, there have been certain setbacks 329. Because of its
intergovernmental characteristic, the introduced legal instruments were only
joint actions and positions which were not subject to the supremacy of
Community law330. As a result, effective mechanism of ensuring
enforceability was highly missing331. That implied the unfavorable setting of
carrying out the co-operational aims. Moreover, cooperation in the abovedefined areas has no specification ‘whether a common position or a joint
action is’332. As Monor (2012: 724) alleges that because there was neither any
effective legal instrument nor clear objective, it has been rather vague 333. In
addition, Krieken (2000: 296) criticized the policies in two ways; first by
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being ‘soft law’ they were not legally binding, second, they did not establish
necessary efficient monitoring system334.
Compensation of the inefficiencies of the JHA system through a
reform process came with the signing of the Amsterdam Treaty which came
into force in May 1999335. The Amsterdam Treaty has brought the
intergovernmental cooperation in the issue of asylum to the framework of
Community law336. Accordingly, the national sovereignty of the member
states all over the issues of JHA pillar was transferred to the supranational
Community level337. Thus, the European Court Justice would control the
enforcement of the member states338. It can be said that it left a little
maneuver for the member states. In addition, the Schengen acquis were
integrated to the Community law339. Another important point was related with
the UK and Ireland. Since they were not the signatory partners to the
Schengen acquis, the decision to participate was left to them340. As Cherubini
(2015: 144) argues, because of this kind of application regarding the UK and
Ireland, the Amsterdam Treaty institutionalized the system of European a la
carte341. Within the light of all these achievements, Cherubini (2015: 143)
regarded Amsterdam amendments as ‘Copernican Revolution’342. Truly,
Amsterdam Treaty has been the initial signals of even further integration
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ending up with the formulation of the Common European Asylum System
(CEAS).
To this end, the Tampere Conclusions of 1999 initiated the process of
creation of the CEAS with referring requirement of the “… Union to develop
common policies on asylum and immigration”343.By its definition, the
Conclusions were one step beyond the settled area of single market and
elimination of internal borders towards the “establishment of an area of
freedom, security and justice”344. The formulation would be based on the
requirement for a “consistent control of external borders to stop illegal
immigration … and related international crimes. These common policies must
… offer guarantees to those who seek protection in or access to the European
Union.”345.
The CEAS has several revised regulations and directives namely;
Asylum Procedures Directive, Reception Conditions Directive, Qualification
Directive, Dublin Regulation and Eurodac Regulation346. These have been the
main basis for the EU’s asylum policy. To summarize, they envisaged
improvement of the asylum process with setting minimum standards, fairer
treatment, access to basic human rights during their applications’
examination, international protection, limitation of the criteria for the
detention, application of fingerprint system as a necessary precaution against
terrorism and illegal immigration
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granted as refugee, were harmonized348. However, the increased level of
cooperation has been accompanied by the increased pressure of the migrant
influx from Eastern Europe at the dawn of the eastern enlargement. As a
further attempt, precious initiative of Global Approach to Migration and
Mobility (GAMM) were launched in 2005 by the Hague Program of 20052010349. GAMM aimed to prevent illegal migration and human trafficking in
cooperation with third countries350. The process would be consolidated both
by the external cooperation and by the ongoing internal harmonization
arrangements.
Collet (2007:1) explains the motivation for further cooperation with
revealed inadequate system of border-control measures in relieving the
incremental pressure of migrant flows 351. In the same direction, Kaunert et.al
(2013: 180) proposes Guiraudon’s ‘venue shopping’ implying a search for the
cooperation at the EU level as a new venue because of the related obstacles
faced by the national governments in their own attempts to control
migration352. Accordingly, rising trend of migration led member states to
externalize their agenda of immigration policy353. To this end, subsequent
arrangements such as Policy Plan on Asylum in 2008 and Stockholm Program
in 2009 were made.
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Nevertheless, major changes came with the Lisbon Treaty of 2009354.
Accordingly, by the elimination of the JHA pillar, the legal basis of the
asylum and immigration would be dealt with under the provisions of the Title
V of the TFEU355. However, the UK, Ireland and Denmark were not
participatory to these measures356. The amendments referred particular
emphasis of ‘uniformed regime and uniformed action’357. According to the
Article 67(2) of the TFEU, “a common policy on asylum, immigration and
external border control, based on solidarity between Member States, which is
fair towards third-country nationals”358. As Cherubini argues that the
reference to ‘common policy’ was clearly beyond the fulfilling minimum
standards by the Member States359. Accordingly, the Article 78 (2) of the
TFEU foresaw; “(a) uniform status of asylum for nationals of third countries,
valid throughout the Union; (b) a uniform status of subsidiary protection for
nationals of third countries who, without obtaining European asylum, are in
need of international protection, (c) common system of temporary protection
for displaced persons in the event of a massive inflow; (d) common
procedures for the granting and withdrawing of uniform asylum or subsidiary
protection status; (e) criteria and mechanisms for determining which Member
State is responsible for considering an application for asylum or subsidiary
protection; (f) standards concerning the conditions for the reception; (g)
partnership and cooperation with third countries for the purpose of managing
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inflows of people…”360. In addition to this upgraded common framework for
asylum issues, the competences of the ECJ were enhanced, which would have
important implications for the effective functioning of the asylum policy361.
The enhanced role of the ECJ gave a chance to closely controlling of
enforcement of the asylum policies by member states362.
Within this scope, Kaunert and Léonard (2011:11) regard these
changes brought by the TFEU as ‘refugee-friendly’ and judicialization 363. On
the other hand, with regard to incremental European cooperation on the
asylum issue, there are criticisms referring to its inclination of creating
‘fortress Europe’ with the stricter rules and measures364. The cooperation is
explained also by the securitization act of the policy-makers who socially
construct the concepts of accepting asylum and immigration as nothing but
threat365. Nevertheless, despite these arrangements, which have been shaped
after years of exhaustive initiatives, the EU has largely failed in its first and
probably the most critical refugee test. In this respect, first the Syrian refugee
flow will be overviewed. Then, the following part will analyze whether the
failure was because of the inefficiencies of the current regime of asylum
policy or because of member states’ attitude of unwillingness for multilateral
action.
3.2.2. The development of EU’s Refugee Crisis
The Arab revolutions of 2011 that broke out in the Middle East- the
region that is already a source of many instabilities such as radical terrorism
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and poverty- have resulted many diverse developments in the region. While
they led the collapse of the dictators in Tunisia, Egypt, Libya and Yemen,
their repercussions to Syria and Iraq have been highly detrimental and
devastating366. The situation eventually turned into an aggravated sectarian
and civil conflicts accompanied by the emergence of the radical Islamist
terrorist organization of Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS) 367. Indeed, as
Khashanah (2014: 2) argues, the complex nature of the situation in Syria
needs particular attention since it is simultaneously an uprising, sectarian
division, radical terrorism, and a civil war368. With regard to this, Jasper and
Moreland (2016) define what cried out from Syria with Hoffman’s concept
of ‘hybrid threat’ which poses a transnational threat by combining terrorism
and criminal activities with advanced technology369.That is a feasible
description on the grounds that the world -especially Europe- witnessed
terrorist attacks during the ongoing refugee crisis.
The massive oppression of the Syrian government and the violent
attacks of the ISIS forced ‘vulnerable Syrian civilians’ to escape from their
homeland in search for protection370. That would result in the worldwide
highest number of displacement of people by about reaching 65 million371. At
the very beginning of the civil war, Syrian people mostly fled to the close
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neighborhood countries including Turkey372. As a hospitable response,
Turkish government adopted an ‘open door policy’. However, because of the
‘geographic limitation’, the Turkish hospitability regarding the legal status of
the Syrian people was limited to be granted as ‘temporary protection’ which
enables them access to basic human rights and services373. As the word
‘temporary’ implies, the situation was believed not to last so long by ending
up with overthrown of the Syrian government374.
On the contrary, the following events have been nothing related with
the compromising end. The prolonged and deteriorated situation raised the
question and problem of their accommodation which needs to be
supplemented with access to education, employment, and healthcare in
Turkey375. Besides it hosted about approximately 2.9 million Syrians, 376. As
the Image 1 shows that it has been used as a main transit route to Europe
therefore Turkey would gain particular European attention as a solution and
halt the massive influx during the following events377. Indeed, from 2012
onwards, the number of people trying to reach Europe has increased
incredibly378. The Syrian war worsened the situation.
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Figure 3: Migration Routes to Europe379

It was not until Syrian refugees turned up at EU’s border that the EU
has awakened the severity of the world’s major debate over the massive
global displacement of the Syrian refugees. As figure 2 (below) indicates, it
had been never seen such an increase during other historical moments that
can trigger displacement380. The European awakening moment has been the
tragedy of shipwreck on Libyan coast that caused over 800 people to lose
their lives in 2015 which triggered the impetus for the European Agenda on
Migration381. That has been the deadliest incident ever recorded in the
Mediterranean coast and gained considerable attention382. The people on
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board were trying to reach Europe in search for protection from the Civil War
in Syria. However, that has been just the beginning of the massive flows to
Europe illegally and dangerously by putting their lives at risk. In the words
of Spijkerboer (2016) they soon generated a ‘perfect storm’ due to the
multiplication of the problems383. Refugee crisis is widely seen as a test for
the EU. Remarks such as “historic test for Europe”384 by Chancellor Angela
Merkel and “The refugee crisis puts our identity to the test”385 by Federica
Mogherini are self-evident.
Figure 4: The number of asylum applications to Europe386

What transformed the flow of people to Europe into a refugee crisis
was the issue’s being two-dimensional. First; its humanitarian dimension
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emerging as a humanitarian duty and moral obligation which put pressure on
member states in the EU. Syrian people escaped from inhumane attacks
through inhumane way by using deadly sea routes of human smugglers387
(also see Figure 3 below). In addition, massive influx was accompanied by
problems of increase in human trafficking and migrant’s smuggling.
Figure 5: Deaths in the Mediterranean route388

Against this background, there emerged a dramatic tendency of the
EU member states from which humanitarian protection is expected, to protect
themselves from the flux. Greenhill (2016) regards this unwillingness of the
member states that are part of the EU which present themselves as the firm
proponent of human rights and norms as both schizophrenic and
hypocritical389.
The second dimension is refugee crisis’ creation of divergences over
response of member states to the crisis. As a result, member states were split
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to three camps; pro-refugees, anti-refugees and states that are vulnerable to
massive refugee flow390. The latter came from because of geographical
differences between the member states. In this sense, due to the geographical
proximity to the countries -mainly Middle Eastern and North Africa(MENA)from which the main migration flux is coming, especially Greece and Italy
have been deemed to firstly face with the burden of migration 391.However,
refugees were not intended to stay and apply asylum in those countries392.
The authorities let refugees to transit to north i.e. non-frontline states by not
registering them legally to their countries which has been the clear violation
of the Dublin Regulation’s rule of ‘first country’ as explained in the above393.
One of the pro-refugee countries Sweden had already declared its prorefugee position in 2013 by granting asylum to all applications of Syrians394.
Germany, which proved its leadership during the eurozone crisis, has also
taken a pro-refugee position. It has adopted ‘open door policy’ in August
2015 by dropping Dublin regulations and declaring its admission about 800
000 refugees395. However, CEECs and Baltic States declared their antirefugee attitude to not to accept refugees396. Especially, Hungary has been the
most anti-refugee state that applied restrictive migration policies397. Selfdefense of such attitude has been apparent in the words of Hungarian Prime
Minister Viktor Orbán; “…the security of Hungary also means the security of
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Europe”398.The anti-refugee wave was also accompanied by the ‘concrete’
preventive measures such as the building fence along its border with
Serbia399. However, that kind of hostile attitude was not only limited to
Hungary. Accordingly, the world witnessed the recreation of the walls and
fences to prevent refugees and to secure borders by other countries namely
Slovenia, Macedonia, Greece and Turkey as well400. Moreover, Baltic states
made an excuse of financial hardships that cannot be handled in case of
accepting refugees401.
The exacerbation of the situation was activated first by the terrorist
attacks of Paris in November 2015. The immediate French response was to
close its borders with a state of emergency402. The terrorist attacks were
followed by Brussels bombings in March 2016, Nice attack with a truck on
Bastille day in July 2016, Normandy church attack in July 2016, Berlin
Christmas market attack in December 19 2016403. Overall, they created a
mood of Europe-wide insecurity and also presenting the EU’s inability to
control its borders. That might be regarded as the point where the political
crisis of the EU over the refugees has turned into a ‘security crisis’. The chain
of terrorist attacks was followed by a chain of reintroduction of border
controls in the Schengen zone pursuant to the Council of the EU’s
“…Recommendation for temporary internal border control in exceptional
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circumstances putting the overall functioning of the Schengen area at risk”
404

. Respectively it was introduced by France, Malta, Germany, Austria,

Denmark, Sweden, Norway405.
Figure 6: The top three concerns of the EU public by percentage in
2015406

The context of perceived insecurity and fears of immigration has been
predominated over economic concerns as the Figure shows in the above. It
hasbeen a feasible ground for the further flourishment of the xenophobic and
radical right wing which were already on rise since the eurozone crisis. The
European political atmosphere has been occupied by the rise of radical right
parties which mobilize people with xenophobic discourses to prevent
refugees407. For example, by connecting immigration with radical Islamism
and terrorism, Marine Le Pen’s discourse focused on the sentences such as;
“Behind mass immigration, there is terrorism.”
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Geert Wilders call refuges as “…threat for the safety of their [ Dutch people]
daughters who go to school or their parents who walk in the park or
themselves going shopping” 409.
To this end, xenophobic far right parties incorporated the antiimmigration slogans to their current policy agenda. They were used as a tool
for political credit. Furthermore, the Euroscepticism wave coming from the
eurozone crisis has incrementally continued with the allegations of EU as the
source of existing problems. As Figure 4 indicates that the public support has
been deteriorating while the awareness and opponents have been on the rise.
Because of all these developments, European citizens became more
politicized. That would have critical reflections if not total dismay for the proEuropean parties during the election campaigns of 2017. Highly politicized
European citizens would be detrimentally inclined to side with politicians
pursuing Euro-sceptic aspiration. That would have critical reflections if not
total dismay for the pro-European parties during the national election
campaigns of 2017.
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Figure 7: Public opinion about the EU by percentage410

Responses of Member States, which could not achieve even an
internal nation-wide unity in responding to refugee crisis, have been largely
unilateral. Thus, it was mostly regarded as a solidarity crisis. For this reason,
Gilbert (2015: 531) regards the crisis as not even at the European level but at
the member states’ level, because there has been no agreed method of dealing
with the determination of their status411. However, since they have common
external border at the end of the day, repercussions of the inability of one
member state in controlling its borders would have contagious effect of
insecurity within the Union. On the other side, Duarte et.al. (2016: 246) argue
that it is not a crisis limited to the regional level but a global one for all human
beings412. In that sense, naming and analyzing the disaster under the roof of
‘European refugee crisis’ is problematic413. It is not only Europe having mass
influx, challenged with the accommodating the people along with
unprecedented number of asylum applications414. However, it is only Europe
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that faces a critical juncture creating a political crisis within its own borders.
The main reason of the crisis was the fact that as Greenhill (2016:317) argues,
member states have given priority to their own national security interests and
concerns thereby putting European solidarity into danger415. In this sense, EU
internalized the crisis without effectively resolving it, despite some new
arrangements being undertaken, as discussed below. Heisbourg (2015:9)
describes all these challenges as ‘the EU’s triple crises’416. Going even
beyond, Trauer (2016: 311) call them ‘multifaceted crises’ because of the
intertwining of eurozone crisis and refugee crisis417.
While the political landscape of the member states was filled by the
xenophobic and anti-refugee rhetoric, EU decision makers were engaged set
of necessary arrangements including the EU summits, reform package of the
EC, and new arrangements of its CEAS under the European Agenda on
Migration and EU-Turkey joint action plan418. It is of critical importance to
highlight that these attempts have been under the circumstance and pressure
of ongoing massive influx, threat of terrorism and increasing public
discomfort. That is why they were highly subjected to hast criticism as most
of them would be on ad-hoc basis419. Moreover, the CEECs were resistant to
adopt formulated resettlement schemes420. Because they regarded the
mechanism based on the measurement of member states’ GDP and its
population mostly as unfair by a margin of %40, asylum applications and
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unemployment rate as unfair by a margin of %10421. The already British, Irish
and Danish opt-outs from the Title V of the TFEU must be also taken into
consideration422. Overall the situation represents total divergence. As Selanec
(2015: 73) alleges that it opened the way for polarization as a blockage of any
common position among member states423. That even reached to declaration
of ‘the death of Schengen’424. In fact, considering the developments such as
building fences by some member states, the dysfunctional management of
Greek and Italian border checks, the huge disorder at the borders, and ever
going debate regarding the reception of the refugees, putting Schengen into
question is not surprising425. In the same direction, Müftüler- Baç (2015:1)
referred to the collapse of the EU’s most successful integration
achievement426.
Against this background, the first EU attempt was to formulate
European Agenda on Migration in May 2015 after the shipwreck caused death
of 800 people in 2015

427

. The Agenda foresaw “…proposing emergency

response system, financing resettlement, … a temporary distribution and
relocation scheme… to ensure a fair and balanced participation of all Member
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States to this common effort. … [Distribution system will be] based on
criteria such as GDP, size of population, unemployment rate and past
numbers of asylum seekers and of resettled refugees” 428. The proposal also
implied the need for a permanent system and further arrangements that would
provide efficient application of responsibility sharing between member
states429. In accordance with the Agenda, the emergency/ temporary
relocation mechanism was designed by the two implementation packages
respectively in May 2015 and in September 2015430. The first implementation
package included relocation of 40 000 persons from Greece and Italy- as the
name of the decision refers; for the benefit of Italy and Greece- pursuant to
the Article (4) of the Council decision of September 2015431. The burden
sharing covered also financial allocation of 6 000 EUR for each person to
relocating member state by the Asylum, Migration and Integration Fund
(AMIF)432.
For the second implementation package, the Commission’s initial
proposal included Hungary to countries – previously Greece and Italy- from
which the relocation would be applied433. However, since Hungary rejected
the mechanism that was restricted to relocations from Italy and Greece434.
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Since Hungary was the opponent of the German’s open-door policy by
describing it as “moral imperialism” it also rejected the formulated quota
system of resettlement435. That would create internal split of the EU and
resistance to German leadership. The second implementation package
increased the number of people that will be relocated from 40 000 to 120 000
with the Council Decision of September 2015436. It also allocated 500 € for
every relocated person to Greece and Italy to provide transfer costs 437. After
the immediate action of the first implementation package, the permanent
crisis mechanism that would be operated during any confrontation of threat
such as massive flow of people that impedes the functioning of the Dublin
system, was brought into question438. That would provide a relief. In addition,
adoption of quotas for redistribution about 160 000 Syrian refugees within
two years from Greece and Italy was agreed439.
Another remarkable initiative of the Agenda on Migration was its
introduction of necessity of collaboration with third countries. In a way, that
was the point where EU-Turkey relations would find their way for
blossoming. As İçduygu and Aksel (2014: 339) argue that because of
Turkey’s geopolitical location, transition of refugees from Turkey has turned
into a burning topic440. Accordingly, Turkey gained pivotal role both in
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safeguarding EU’s external borders and in finding solution to the challenge
of everlasting massive influx from Eastern Mediterranean441. Indeed, any
cooperation between the two parties has been of reciprocal importance. In
EU’s point of view, that would be for the sake of alleviation of the tensed
European political atmosphere. In Turkish Government’s point of view, any
agreement with EU would be a tool for political creditibility in domestic
politics442. As İçduygu and Aksel (2014: 361) argue that the ‘regime of
migration’ and its management have been added to list of bargaining tools in
Turkey’s accession process between the two parties443. Remarkably, Turkish
side was so keen on establishing a linkage between the migration deal and the
accession process.
In this direction, Joint Action Plan referring to the common urgent
challenges was agreed on 15 October 2015444. However, it is of critical
importance to remind the fact that as Tolay (2014: 2) argues, the policy
adopted by the Turkish government i.e. its opening its doors to refugees were
not parallel with the EU’s highly slow and disunited initiatives for
accommodation to share the burden445. Thus, the stark difference that Turkey
has accepted the highest number of -registered- Syrian people which is about
three million446. In this sense, the challenge posed by the massive flow has
been quite similar but there has been clear difference of the way it is handled
by Turkey and EU. While the earliest focused on the humanitarian
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responsibility, the latter put emphasis on preservation of the EU member
states’ own security447. Even though they have different motivations, the EU
and Turkey were interdependent and agreed to cooperate.
Nevertheless, the joint action plan mainly aimed to support vulnerable
Syrian refugees and Turkey as the main hosting country, to cooperate in
halting irregular massive flow mostly from Turkey to Greece, to accelerate
the visa liberalization dialogue by increasing financial support to Turkey for
fulfilling the necessary criteria, to strengthen information mechanism with
Frontex and Europol and to monitor the situation via Commission’s
implementation reports448. To this end, the historical EU-Turkey summit of
29 November 2015 activated general framework of the joint action plan. Main
discussion issues included boosting reciprocal political dialogue with regular
summits that would be arranged twice in a year thereby reenergizing the
relations and accession process, facilitation of EU-Turkey visa liberalization
dialogue in return for Turkey’s full application of the Readmission
Agreement -i.e. begin of readmitting of third country nationals or stateless
persons that used Turkey as a transit route to reach EU member states449-450.
With the signing of the Readmission Agreement, the reciprocal relations did
find a way for reenergizing451. As Kirişçi (2014:1) argues that the
Readmission agreement signaled Turkish will of reemphasizing European
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commitments452. In addition, European incentives has included financial
assistance along with increased cooperation especially in border security
issues453. In fact, readmission agreements have been just EU’s tool of
disclosing its own doors for illegal migration454.

In this respect, the

importance of the Agreement with Turkey given by the EU has been selfevident because of the already presented geopolitical status of the Turkey.
Indeed, even though visa liberalization hinged on the fulfillment of 72
benchmarks in separation of different matters including document security,
migration management, public order and security and lastly fundamental
rights455, the Turkish side linked Readmission Agreement with the
acceleration of visa liberalization456. Therefore, the most remarkable point of
the Plan has been EU’s visa facilitation for the Turkish side and Turkey’s
initiation of readmitting third nationals for the EU side457. The summit has
also covered the financial assistance to Turkey amounting to 3 billion EUR458.
That was quite unsatisfactory on the grounds that at the time of the agreement,
Turkey had already spent 8 billion dollars459.
In addition, in order to revitalize EU-Turkey accession negotiations,
intergovernmental conference envisaging the opening of 17th Chapter of
Economic and Monetary Policy of the acquis was going to be held on 14
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December 2015460. As Müftüler- Baç (2015:1) argues that it was a remarkable
step for the relations that almost ceased after opening accession negotiations
in 2005461. Thus, one summit was followed by another and consolidated with
mutual visits thereby enhancing political engagement. The initiatives were
followed by the Commission’s presentation of “Recommendation for a
Voluntary Humanitarian Admission Scheme with Turkey for refugees from
Syria”462 on 15 December 2015. As its name implies, it was established on a
voluntary basis with a reference to member states’ relative capacity463. The
envisaged system of burden sharing was based on the reduction of irregular
migration and in return member states’ admission of Syrian people that need
international protection from Turkey. The efficiency of the system that will
be monitored by reports of the Commission, would be decisive on suspension
or continuation of the scheme464.Accordingly, the following process of both
the admission scheme and the joint action plan were mostly conducted by the
Commission’s implementation and monitoring reports465. Indeed, during this
process Turkey began to allow Syrian people’s accession to labor market,
introduced new visa requirements and security measures at its coasts466.
However, although there has been a relative decrease in the numbers of the
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refugees transiting from Turkey to Greece, the outcome was not low as
intended by the European officials as introduced in the Figure 5 below467.
Accordingly, the figure shows the necessity for further arrangements and
precautions.
Figure 8: Irregular entries from Turkey to Greece468

The most critical and groundbreaking cooperation between EU and
Turkey has been the EU-Turkey statement of 18 March 2016469. It was
subject to harsh criticisms because of its agreed action points. Most
importantly, the statement foresaw ending the irregular migration from
Turkey to the EU which would be achieved by sending irregular migrants
back to Turkey470. The second point which is as much debatable as the
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returning irregular migrants, was to return “…migrants not applying for
asylum

or

whose

application

has

been

found

unfounded

or

inadmissible…”471. Another point referred the one-to-one migrant exchange
resetllement mechanism between two parties472. The EU side made it clear
that the eligibility of the migrants would be based on their non-involvement
in any illegal attempt to enter the EU473. EU’s internal resettlement will be
handled by the commitments of the member states in pursuant to decisions of
the above-mentioned second implementation package474. As abovementioned critical points indicate that Turkey has already welcomed the
comers. At the sime time, Turkey was left alone in managing the crisis475.
Therefore, the initial rhetoric of expresssing the ‘common challenge’
and ‘common response’ have largely faded. On the other side, further gains
for the Turkish side were the additional financial support and opening of
Chapter 33 on economic and financial provisions. Accordingly, the statement
covered additional financial support of 3 billion EUR for the expenses of
migrant’s “…assistance, education, … health, … and socio-economic
support”476. Despite the additional allocation, the amount has been far away
from total amount- as defined above- spent by the Turkish authorities for
refugees. Lastly, important statement regarding the visa liberalisation to
Turkey was also attached;

“…the fulfilment of the visa liberalisation

roadmap will be accelerated vis- à-vis all participating Member States with a
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view to lifting the visa requirements for Turkish citizens at the latest by the
end of June 2016, provided that all benchmarks have been met”477.
Figure 9: How the statement triggered the decrease of migration from
Turkey to EU in the following months478

As can be seen from Figure 6, while the diminishing numbers of
migrants from Turkey to the EU were promising for the EU’s relief from the
tension, the mutual statement has created a new wave of debates both for its
motivations and its conclusions with regard to the EU-Turkey relations. First
of all, it is to remind again that EU was pushed for such reinvigoration of the
relations because of its overstressed problems. As Müftüler- Baç(2015: 4)
argue that it was especially because of EU’ s security concerns479. To this end,
İçduygu and Aksel (2014:361) argue that the critical importance of the
migration management necessitated reciprocal dependence480. In the same
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direction, Bal (2016: 26) argues the precipitating factor behind this
rapprochement was the refugee crisis reminding the importance of their
interdependence on each other481. At the end of the day, Turkey has always
been a reliable partner in tougher times as just it was during the cold war
confrontation482. The often repeated reference of ‘strategic partner’ is selfevident. However, for the particular case of the refugee crisis, the initiative
has been conducted basically between Germany and Turkey483. In this sense,
German leadership that originated from the eurozone crisis has already been
a controversial issue inside the EU. The Controversy over the German
leadership has been problematic during the migration crisis since its ‘opendoor-policy’ has been subject to reactions from the member states as being
unilateral484. Besides, But this is also the reason why Germany felt its own
necessity to take the initiative as a lone champion485.
Nevertheless, the rapprochement between two parties is criticized on
the grounds that the EU ignored the recent democratic deficits of Turkey and
its rift to the authoritarianism which gives a little space for the fundamental
freedom and human rights and for the opponents of the government via
suppressions, detentions and indictments. Krumm ( 2015: 31) regards the deal
as EU’s formulated tool to buy silence of Turkey which would be transformed
into a buffer zone for the unwanted. It has been a feasible description on the
grounds that the designed solution during the summits envisaged keeping
refugee flow outside the EU’s soil in return for financial support to Turkey486.
Such negligence would decrease EU’s leverage to impose for further
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democratization process of Turkey487. In this sense, the fact that relations
have been reenergized does not mean that the ongoing problematic domestic
political settings of Turkey have begun to improve. While the recent
developments brought about the question of whether there is any possibility
of genuine revitalization of the relations guiding a final accession of Turkey,
this seems unlikely to happen in the near future. The rapprochement was not
consolidated by political reforms in Turkey. Nor, did it create any prospective
agenda for the solution of the ever-going disagreements between two partners
such as Cyprus issue, either. Besides, the mutual disappointment has emerged
when the European Commission’s “Report on progress by Turkey in fulfilling
the requirements of its visa liberalization roadmap”488 declared the openended process that Turkey should still work to fulfill necessary benchmarks.
Otherwise, it would be possible to discuss about concrete steps towards more
integration. Furthermore, the recent events of the massive detentions and
allegations reaching from army to education in the aftermath of ‘an attempted
coup of 2016’ has well indicated the aloofness of Turkey towards EU’s
praised liberal democracy489. To sum up, while refugee crisis posed a critical
threat by opening new divisios over the national aspirations and interests,
temporary rapproachement with Turkey was proved to be futile with the
folowing process of reciprocal disappointments. The initiatives did not go
beyond making Turkey a buffer zone and EU’s shield against refugees.
3.3. A U-Turn to Internal Challenges: Brexit
As already discussed by this thesis crises have been always present in
the EU’s history. They have been usually in different forms and in different
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magnitude of impact. Some of them were obstacles for further integration,
some of them were just inhibiting factor of the pace of the integration. But,
EU has never faced such kind of dispute as what now is discussed. Indeed, it
is even debatable to call it as one of EU’s ‘crises’. Because what is defined as
‘crisis’ throughout this thesis had been a reference to the challenges of the EU
impeding fast stream of integration or enlargement which was dealt with
usually by some concessions between member states during the bargaining
talks. In this sense, the question should be posited as whether the exit decision
of one member state is a crisis or the first crackling sound of a total collapse
of the EU. To this end, the current Brexit debate will be analyzed as the last
crisis within the framework of this thesis.
The EU project has been always included in the domestic political
agenda of the policy-makers in the member states. The UK had no difference.
Accordingly, the affirmative position of David Cameron towards holding
referendum on EU during 2013 election campaigns can be explained as taking
political credit. As Oliver (2016: 1322) argues that it has been an attempt to
survive his political career490. However, that was a gamble as Ed Miliband
defined; [ Cameron is] “…going to put Britain through years of uncertainty,
and take a huge gamble with our economy”491. Cameron’s gamble was based
on his expectation for ‘Remain’ outcome492. Another possible explanation for
holding referendum was associated with taking leverage for UK’s bargaining
position within the EU during the reform negotiations493. Nevertheless, that
was also not likely to happen, as the margin of the ‘Leave’ camp was so close
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to the ‘Remain’ camp494. The risks were apparent. Kroll and Dirk (2016:
1313) regard the UK’s bringing up referendum debate as a threat and failed
blackmail; not holding referendum in return for accommodation of British
demands495. Its demands were clarified when UK positioned itself as the
defender of less integration for reform agenda which was met with aloofness
by other member states496. It was called as ‘failure’ by Kroll and Dirk (2016:
1312) because demand for less integration has no similarity with the previous
concessions of opt-outs or a la carte model497. That created a certain gap
between expectations vs reality for the UK. Nevertheless, Cameron’s
calculation has included his agreement with the EU over the Reform deal that
secured granting kind of ‘special status’ to the UK498. Such a vision covered
certain concessions of “UK’s exemption from contributing to bailouts, from
committing further political integration”499.
Against this background, three years after declaring his position
towards holding referendum, Cameron announced that there would be
referendum to leave or remain EU on 23 June 2016500. Such act of bringing
British uncertainty to an end could dangerously mean putting EU’s future to
uncertainty. That was not to draw a total pessimistic picture but to emphasize
its likely consequences. In this respect, as already experienced during the
previous referendums, Hobolt (2016: 1260) argues that the result would have
been more likely to give an unfavorable outcome for the EU integration,
because the people are inclined to show their anger by rejecting proposals of
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their national governments501. As the polls had suggested very complex trend
over the voting choice, only the referendum result would be definitive.
Figure 10: Changing trends of Leave and Remain camp502

However, one thing has always been for sure; UK has been the most
Eurosceptic member state from the very moment of its accession in 1973503.
When it did go beyond its traditional preference of continuation of status quo
over the EU matters, and did not achieve a success, the referendum was in a
way inevitable504. The outcome was to ‘Leave’ EU by 52% of the people’s
choice505. The typical British Euroscepticism is beyond the scope of this
thesis but it is of critical importance to highlight the fact that the British has
always engaged in an attempt of avoiding further integration. These included
its non-involvement many common policy issues such as asylum policy,
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Schengen zone, Eurozone. Therefore, Hobolt (2016:1259) regarded the
negative outcome as not surprising506.
Figure 11: British perception of EU507

Indeed, the reasons of the Leave camp have been also the reasons of
initial need for referendum. That is why the main focuses of the campaigns
of the two camps -especially of the leave camp- could enlighten this contested
debate. In fact, as Coleman (2016: 682) argues that there had existed no any
specific explanation for the attitudes of the Leave voters but a mixed one
including disaffection and distrust with internal politics, dislike of economic
situation, an uprising of inequality and insecurity exacerbated by the eurozone
and refugee crises and EU-wide terrorist attacks508 .
Especially since the eurozone crisis, the mentioned economic and
political problems that opened way for the EU-wide increase in
Euroscepticism, politicization and anti-immigrant aspirations have already
discarded the UK’s peaceful conformity with the rest of the EU. This
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discomfort was felt by every member state. In this sense, till the concrete
negative outcome, the Brexit debate was only ‘a debate’ among the other
challenges of the EU. The radical right-wing UK Independence Party (UKIP)
has long demonstrated the EU and globalization as the scapegoat of the
problems509. Such quite bitter context prepared the ground for national
rhetoric that can be manipulated by any aspiration against the EU. To this
end, the ‘Leave’ campaign focused on its famous ‘taking back control from
Brussels’ slogan510. In this respect, they pro-Brexit camp argued they did lost
their ability to decide over the critical matters511. This taking back control
covered all aspects of life i.e. economic, security, political and legal means.
First, the campaign charged EU with every respective backwardness of
unemployment, low economic growth, restricted British-law making, migrant
pressure then it envisaged compensation for each one in case of Britain’s
exit512. EU’s enlargement trends whose possibility to include Turkey finally,
was also asserted to the already above-mentioned sensitive issues513. That
reminds the fact that opening accession negotiations with Turkey in 2005 was
counted as among the reasons of Dutch and French negative referendum
outcome for Constitutional Treaty. As Hobolt (2016: 1262) argues that Leave
vote on referendum was represented as the only chance and opportunity for
regaining control over these issues514. With these characteristics, the leave
camp achieved to mobilize losers and opponents of globalization. Grauwe
(2016: 249) emphasizes people’s dissatisfaction with the EU’s insufficient
management capability of protecting losers of globalization515. He argues that
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while EU hold the supranational power over the national member states it
could not act as a protector on behalf of the member states516. Vollard (2014:
1142) calls it as the Eurosceptic dissatisfaction’517. That is why as Rourke
(2016: 43) argues that it produced anti-globalization backlash518. Oliver
(2017: 3) defined it as a backlash of those feeling ‘left behind’519 .Baldwin
(2016: 6) explains this outcome also with a reference to voter choices on the
basis of region520. Accordingly, he represents the major inclination of voting
for leave in the regions where the low levels of income are observed such as
Lincolnshire in East Midlands or Northern England521. That also leads us to
the socioeconomic aspects of the voting behavior. As the leave camp focused
on the above-mentioned setbacks, naturally the people who was badly
effected by these setbacks took side with the leave campaign.
On the other side, the Europhile “British Remain” (Bremain) camp
focused its rhetoric on “Britain stronger in Europe”522. That was based on the
assumption that economic stability would be severely damaged by Brexit523.
Keeping economy stable by remaining in EU ranges from preserving UK’s
global influence, more job opportunities, international investment
opportunities, lower food prices, decreased mortgage rates, increased salaries
to having not extra spending cuts524. The people who benefitted from these
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opportunities i.e. winners of the globalization were more likely to vote for
Bremain525. Accordingly, unlike the voters of the Leave camp, they were
usually high educated and paid professionals. After having clarified the socioeconomic status of the both camp’s voters, the clear divergence and divided
picture of the UK indeed is self-evident526.
Bremain side also praised EU as the guarantor of the workers’ and
women’s rights foreseeing equality and anti-discrimination laws, paid
maternity leave, holiday leave etc.

527

. As Coleman (2016:682) argues that

they were largely focused on the economic concerns that would arise from
‘Leave’ choice, because apart from small minority, British people were not
feeling any commitment to EU528. In this respect, they could not produce a
counter argument against the concerns of immigration flow or decreased
British control of law making because of the EU529. Although, as Oliver
(2017:3) argues that such concerns were mostly rootless and just exaggerated
by the Eurosceptic parties in member states in general530.
Nevertheless, the final decision of the British to leave EU produced a
shock wave all over the Europe. That would generate significant implications
for the UK, for the EU and for their relations. The moment of uncertainty has
arisen. For the EU, it was easily defined as the ‘biggest crisis ever’531. For the
UK, there was an uncertainty of following steps whether to immediately
launch withdrawal negotiations pursuant to Article 50 of the TFEU with EU
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or not getting such a rush532. The immediate outcome was British Sterling’s
sharpest decline in 30 years against the dollar and Cameron’s resignation533.
As Oliver (2017:5) argues that it would not bring any progressive change such
as relieving the economic problems of the deprived areas and people,
enhancing UK’s global position or closing socio-economic gaps between
industrialized and deindustrialized areas in the country534.
Cameron’s successor Theresa May have declared as a clarification of
their next steps; “Brexit means Brexit” referring they would act according to
the outcome of the referendum i.e. leaving the EU. On the other side, clear
Bremain position adopted by the Scotland and Northern Ireland during the
whole process which brought into the question of their -especially Scotland’s
under the Sturgeon’s initiatives-quest for independence. The strong
commitment to the EU was self-evident in the words of Sturgeon; “The vote
makes clear that the people of Scotland see their future as part of the European
Union”535. Accordingly, it invoked second independence referendum debates
in the Scotland536. While UK is leaving EU whether Scotland is leaving UK
at the same time is still mystery at the time of writing this thesis. The Brexit
decision was also a challenge for the EU residents in the UK. The lives of
about 3 million people living in the UK put at great uncertainty537. There was
also unclear future about the situation of mutual trade relations between UK
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and EU and British access to the Single Market and free movement of
labor538.
On the other side, European politics which is already depicted as a
politicized and contested arena since the eurozone crisis has now been more
deeply challenged by the Brexit. Accordingly, for the EU whose history never
faced such a situation of saying goodbye to one member state, there have been
also critical repercussions. Within the literature there have been dubious
commentaries whether it was to imply the possibility and beginning of
‘European dis-integration’539. Until the withdrawal of the UK, the possible
counter arguments were limited with the concepts such as ‘differentiated
integration’540. Differentiated integration which is also known as ‘ala carte’
and ‘multi-speed’, refers the choice of member states to participate or not to
participate certain policies at the EU-level. These debates were further
transformed into the broader context of ‘disintegration’541. There has been
sharp difference between differentiated integration and disintegration as the
first one refers some degree of flexibility to member states for exemption
from certain policies, disintegration is member states’ total breakup from the
united entity for the good which includes also prospective threat of total EU.
However, that was not to state the EU did object the choice of the
British people. Rather, EU announced its deep desire to conduct necessary
process as soon as possible by triggering Article 50542. In the face of exit
decision of the one member state, the EU voiced a united response 543. There
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has been firm attitude that there would be given neither concession nor
renegotiation to the UK544. Otherwise, it would send the false message that
there would be no sanction against the member state who voted to ‘Leave’.
As Grauwe (2016: 245) defines it UK will not be offered any cherry-picking
deal545.
At the European public level, the shift from ‘permissive consensus’ to
‘constraining dissensus’ was clearly demonstrated again 546. This shift posed
a challenge to the concept of ‘ever closer union’547. At the EU’s political
setting level, the repercussions can be analyzed in three categories; the EU’s
internal balance of power, the Eurosceptic groups in the member states and
the pro-EU parties in general. They all are decisive elements in picturing
about the EU’s current place. Accordingly, in the event of Britain’s exit, there
would be naturally an internal shift of balance between the member states.
That would destabilize the established checks and balances system between
UK, Germany, and France. From now on German and French influence would
predominate within the Union. However, rather than enhanced French
influence, Oliver (2017:1323) envisages that that would be more likely to
happen in favor of Germany. Here it is worthy to highlight the German
leadership in taking initiatives during the eurozone and refugee crises. While
the former crisis confirmed Germany’s leadership the latter did not because
of its highly debatable policy of welcoming to refugees. Additionally, as UK
is well known for its strong Atlanticist commitment on European security,
Brexit would mean the decrease of Union’s Atlanticism i.e. influence of the
US548. In this respect, Brexit meant decrease of popularity of Atlanticist
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aspirations for northern states; especially for Denmark and Ireland549. Also,
other member states interpreted the altering balance differently550. For
example, member States that were outside eurozone such as Poland
interpreted as the need of enhancing their own influence over the eurozone551.
On the other hand, after recovering from the ‘Grexit’ debate, Greece faced
with the fact that exit of one member state is not an unreality at all552.
The interpretations of the EU-wide Eurosceptic far right parties did
not come as surprise. Such a decision to leave the EU has been long defended
by the Le Pen in France or Wilders in Netherlands. In a way, they found
themselves a concrete support for their anti-EU, xenophobic and antiimmigrant aspirations with the referendum outcome. However, as Hobolt
(2016: 1273) argues that the Brexit example might also intimidate the people
of EU-27553. In fact, both for the pro-EU and anti-EU parties there might be
the possibility of ‘domino effect’ whose stimulations were different for the
two camps. The latter praised for the ‘Brexit Contagion’ by calling a need for
referendum in their own countries as well554. As Nicoli (2017: 317) argues
that the victory of one euro-sceptic party in one member state would generate
hopes and necessary political motive of mobilizing people for euro-sceptic
parties in other member states555.
On the contrary, for the Pro-EU parties the realization of the
withdrawal of one member state came as a shock. In fact, both shock and
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sadness filled the European political atmosphere556. This is can be regarded
as a bitter event from which the Europhiles should take their lessons for the
future conformity of the Union. In this sense, it needs special attention and
closer inspection of the root causes such as mass reaction against
globalization and inequalities that drove such an end. More than ever before,
the importance of staying united in an EU-27 0was confirmed. From the very
moment of Brexit decision, that has been a non-negligible condition for the
Europhiles to deal with the challenges of the 21th century and of the future of
Europe 557. At the end of the day while UK is withdrawing, the new realities
such as shifting balance of powers with which the member states will face,
continue.
Theresa May has taken the concrete step of UK’s withdrawal by
triggering Article 50 of the TFEU in March 2017558. The Council responded
in May 2017 the notification affirmatively with a desire to the negotiations of
the withdrawal to be processed by preserving the interests of the both side and
minimizing the unclarity559. After UK’s official declaration, the EU’s first
official meeting was held on 29 April 2017. There, a guideline covering its
position and conditions regarding the UK’s withdrawal negotiations, was
adopted unanimously560. At the time of writing this thesis, “Council (Art 50)
authorized the start of Brexit talks and adopted negotiating directives”561.
Overall, if the Brexit is described as a vaccine injected into the veins
of the EU i.e. into its very fundamental internal unity it can be regarded also
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as the only way to immunize the EU and its multiculturalism thereby
preventing any further spread of ‘Brexit virus’. However, it is also selfevident that the EU’s future would need embracing differentiation In order
not to lose the speed of integration between the willing member states562.
Besides, if the elimination of one member state which is powerful but
indifferent to the ideas of further integration would cause ‘more unity’
between the remaining 27, it is even feasible to refer that every cloud has a
silver lining. In this sense, the 2017 elections turn the optimistic lights for the
EU’s integration with the defeat of far-right parties respectively in Austria563,
in the Netherlands564 and in France565. Still, that is not to overlook the
significance of the Brexit and rising trend of the far right in European politics.
The rising trend of the politicization and articulation of anti-EU sentiments
accompanied by the latest Eurozone and refugee crisis has challenged EU
very hard in recent years. When it was hit further by the Brexit, EU was
necessarily dragged on a period of reflection or self-appraisal. To this end,
the possible future scenarios and commentaries will be given by concluding
remarks of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

Throughout its history, EU was hit by many different types of crises.
EU had to deal with divergences of member states’ aspirations on the ‘finalité
politique’ of the EU, 1970s Eurosclerosis; combination of political crisis with
economic recession, ratification crises during main treaty reforms, relapse of
‘period of reflection’, eurozone sovereign debt crisis that exacerbated rich vs.
poor polarization and world’s biggest challenge of outnumbered displaced
people trying to reach Europe. As they all are sophisticated cases that need
to be taken into consideration, this thesis tried to enlighten all of them with
their special implications for the presence and future of the EU. Each has its
own significance and repercussion in what EU has become today. In this
sense, the picture painted by this thesis showed that arising conflicts have
potentiality- indeed in most of the cases ‘ability’- to seriously impede the
motor force of European integration.
This thesis began with the analysis of EU’s experienced crises. With
the aim of revealing integration speed and internal political context, it
explored the chronological development of integration crises which have
been present almost at every phase of integration process. While crises were
initially in political matters of integration, they have spread to economy over
time as well. Sometimes, the combination of both was needed to be dealt with
by the Union. In all cases, the remarkable point observed was that they were
usually important inhibiting factor of both further deepening and widening.
Ten years delay of British accession, of establishment of EMU along with
single currency can be given as examples. In most of the cases, it was found
out that certain concession given by member states through bargaining deals
generated reasonable solution in ensuring reluctant member states’
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compliance. The chapter provided also a feasible analysis in showing the
original implications of outbreak of tension between widening and deepening.
Especially after the collapse of communism, any agenda of enlargement was
associated with the need of deepening reform whose implications were
recognized by the successive Treaty amendments from TEU in 1992 to
Lisbon Treaty in 2007. Nevertheless, severity of these crises was increased
unprecedentedly over time, which made them harder to overcome.
The most severe ones that hit the EU were failed ratification crisis of
the Constitutional Treaty leading it to the period of reflection which has been
regarded as EU’s coma and eurozone sovereign debt crisis during which
massive disagreements between member states over the bailing out initiatives
towards insolvent member states were witnessed. To understand the main
driving factors of the refusal of Constitutional Treaty, the concept of
‘enlargement fatigue’ was discussed. In the continuing enlargement rounds,
what was observed by the second chapter has been that the simultaneous
stream of deepening and widening brought its own problems to EU’s agenda
leading debates and tensions between whether to further widen or further
deepen. The initial rounds of enlargement did not pose such pressure because
of the high levels of economic growth and democratic principles of the
acceding countries. However, EU was criticized especially in the latest rounds
of enlargement on the grounds that it did ‘widen’ without sufficiently
‘deepen’. That was in a way related with the exhaustive effort given by the
EU for the sake of transforming post-communist CEECs. To this end, preaccession strategy during which boosting of acceding countries’ structural
level of democracy, economic and preparation of EU’s institutional structure
are carried out, was analyzed. That was the point that enlargement’s being
potential and actual source of crisis has become prominent. Despite the
reciprocal efforts to ensure and preserve harmony of the EU while accepting
new comers, there emerged gap between old/rich and new/poor member
states. Their insufficient improvement was also self-evident. That was mostly
referred as the ’traditional’ west-east division observed this time intra-EU
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differentiation. Accordingly, the following process came with the prominent
debate of EU’s absorption capacity and its final enlargement fatigue that was
both impact and are impacted by the integration process. Overall, in the
context of enlargement fatigue the future possibility of enlarging would be
heavily hinged on the healthy maintenance of integration speed. In this light,
people’s dissatisfaction from EU’s policy and decision-making accompanied
by the decreased trust to national governments has become first prominent
with their concrete hindrance of the ratification of the Constitutional Treaty
of 2005.
The fourth chapter has begun with the eurozone crisis during which
the previously emerged euro-sceptic trend was exacerbated during the
eurozone crisis that brought about the possibility of its one member state’s Greece’s- exit; Grexit debate. However, following stage did present not the
Grexit but the Britain’s exit; i.e. Brexit. Accordingly, it was observed that the
new

type

of

challenges;

‘democracy

deficit’,

‘euro-skepticism’,

‘politicization’ were originated during these crises. It was observed that these
feelings have been accumulated incrementally during every wave of crises.
Such accumulation played its role in the aggravation of severity of the crises
that almost did close the door for prospective enlargement to grant full
membership to Turkey and Western Balkans. It presented EU’s respectively
pulling away from its enlargement agenda over which massive effort was put
once upon a time.
After examining eurozone crisis, fourth chapter based its focus on
current and severe crises of the EU namely as refugee crisis and Brexit debate.
Both were met with a shock in the EU wide. While the earliest was indeed
originated in the outside of the European borders, the latter was purely an
internal crisis of the EU. Indeed, that presented “blurred lines between
external and internal threats”566. Both lead to articulation of massive public
566
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concern respectively over security and economic matters. In this context, the
rise of radical right-wing parties was witnessed all over the Europe. By
claiming political credit for themselves, those parties made heavily use of
EU’s current challenges including economic backwardness, terrorist attacks
presented EU as neither safe nor prosperous heaven any more. Both crises
were unique in respect of their subjects that were brought into EU’s agenda.
In this sense, while refugee crisis posed the risk of outnumbered people of
reaching into the European borders, Brexit debate threatened EU’s unity from
the ground arising disintegration debate before which Article 50 of the TFEU
was never invoked.
The structural design of examining refugee crisis firstly comprised
development of the asylum policy in order to response the question of whether
the severity of the refugee crisis was mainly related with weaknesses of the
EU’s asylum policy. It appeared that asylum policy was ineffective in
formulation of any efficient solution during the refugee crisis. However, it
has been not necessarily mean that it was just because of the weaknesses of
the asylum policy. On the contrary, formulation of any joint action was
stumbled by the diverging responses of the member states just aiming to
sterilize themselves from the outside dangers i.e.; Syrian refugees. In
addition, it was discovered that the already sensitive issue was exacerbated
by the tension between member states those taking responsibility and those
being reluctant to share any responsibility and burden.
Regarding formulation of the asylum policy, what was seen that over
time there made only careful steps taken into going beyond traditional
intergovernmental cooperation of the asylum policy. Indeed, such careful
attempts were observed also during the special analysis of the third chapter in
indicating reasons of the integration crises. So, it might be mentioned that
asylum policy was also subject to same type of remaining in between
supranational and intergovernmental ideals. Remarkably, being stuck in the
debates of supranational and intergovernmental ideals was observed as the
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most supportive indication of EU’s inability to eliminate its old type of
tensions while facing new ones. In this way, the question of how crises were
accumulated over time has been revealed. Besides, after weaknesses of the
EMU and CEAS were recognized during the respective crises, it might be
generalized that by revealing certain weaknesses, crises have been in a way
initiator of the reform agenda for EU’s policy making.
Main findings of the fourth chapter cover also important implications
with regard to initially reenergizing EU/Turkey relations in the face of the
refugee crisis. However, it indicated that after EU’s relative overcoming from
the massive flow of refugees with a deal ensuring to halt people’s transiting
from Turkey to Europe, following process revealed nothing related with the
real commitment in the direction of blossoming mutual relations. Thus, with
regard to mutual relations, it was observed that the refugee crisis did not offer
any agenda beyond Turkey’s being reconfirmed traditional and strategic
partnership for the EU. Accordingly, Turkey was just used as EU’s ‘buffer
zone’ in preserving EU’s conformity. The ‘carrot’ offered to Turkey has been
lifting visa requirements. Besides, such temporary rapprochement was not
turned into a chance by Turkey which positioned itself into certain aloofness
towards political reforms necessitated for final Turkish accession to the EU.
Nor, it did propose any feasible solution for ongoing disagreements. Even
previously offered visa liberalization could not be realized. Accordingly,
open-ended process was declared by the European Commission’s “Report on
progress by Turkey in fulfilling the requirements of its visa liberalization
roadmap”567. Overall, findings reconfirmed the fact that Turkey’s accession
in the near future is not likelihood.
Finally, the fourth chapter discovered the concrete hit of European
people’s reactions and aggressions against the EU and its way of conducting
567
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policies. It was indicated that EU was began to be seen highly as the ‘agent
of globalization’. In this direction, supporters of the Brexit camp showed their
reactions to ‘globalization’ and its harsh outcomes indeed. The question
which was set to determine whether it was a crisis in the meaning adopted for
crises by this thesis can be answered as affirmative on the grounds that this
debate drove EU to think about its future which has become vague again. In
this way Brexit debate created an ’uncertainty’ moment for EU’s further
integration and enlargement policies. That is why it is cleared here that Brexit
is counted also from one of EU’s crises. However, it is not to undermine its
particularly unique challenges and threats to EU’s integration debates.
Accordingly, withdrawal of the UK has diverged EU integration debates from
‘differentiated integration’ to ‘disintegration’. In the context of where
disintegration debates were exposed, there is not likely to happen any healthy
improvement of integration and enlargement processes. In this direction, the
last finding of this thesis covers the fact that EU’s fast stream of both
integration and enlargement has impeded incredibly. That is why traditional
understanding of ‘widening and deepening go hand in hand’ turned out
‘widening and deepening slowed down hand in hand’.
As the final remarks, the future scenarios might be summarized based
on the “White Paper on the Future of Europe” which has envisaged five
different possible directions in which EU27 might proceed by 2025 568. The
report has been focused on the firm commitment and cooperation between
EU27 in maintaining and preserving unity during and after UK’s leaving. It
was also a proposal for the compensation of EU’s prominent deficiencies.
That was aimed to restore disappointed people’s trust, their consensus and
their sense of belonging569. In summarization of those scenarios foresighted,
the main question has been put on whether the future course of the EU would
568
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be ‘more or less Europe’570.

Accordingly, the first scenario comprises

keeping the ‘status quo’ with tackling current problems of economic growth,
terrorism and establishment of single voice in foreign policy. The second
scenario offers certain elimination of cooperation in different areas. To this
end, it has envisaged just the cooperation in the single market area. Such a
vision was designated because of the observed disagreements between
member states nearly in every policy matter. In a way, it would establish
‘diluted’ EU. On the other hand, third scenario opened a door for those willing
to pursue and enhance cooperation. The paper named it as “coalitions of the
willing”. With this respect, it has only slight difference than what is proceeded
today. That is its being more flexible to provide feasible ground for more
willing members. Fourth scenario offers keeping policy areas limited while
conducting them more efficiently. That was formulated in order to preserve
the pace of policies over which the consensus has been reached. In this way,
the working policy fields would be not impeded because of certain setbacks
in other ‘contested’ policies. Lastly, the fifth scenario provides a vision based
on more integrated EU which is perfectly in line with the course of ‘ever
closer union’. Among all of them, considering the current state of the EU, the
last scenario has had certainly the most challenging and unrealisic agenda
whose objectives are to be realized.
Accordingly, keeping in mind EU’s recently experienced crises, third
scenario which offers certain independence to the willing member states in
formulation further cooperation in number of policies is most likely to come
into existence in the following years. Indeed, that means also keeping the
current status quo. Nevertheless, what is observed that in this picture that the
enlargement policy of the EU has been largely disregarded in-between
internal threats of disintegration and external threats of security. Accordingly,
EU’s current foreign policy was designed mostly with regard to security
concerns and measures. In that sense, it might be said that enlargement policy
570
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is no longer regarded as EU’s main foreign policy tool in ensuring and
spreading security and prosperity. On the contrary, in the context of EU’s own
integration being at stake, it was needed to adopt different approaches in order
to ensure security and prosperity. They mostly lead to EU’s driving away
from the course of fast stream of expansion. How the following process will
develop for the integration and enlargement processes is yet to come but one
thing is clear for sure that Europe’s future is now not only in the hands policy
makers but also of its peoples.
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APPENDICES

A. TURKISH SUMMARY

Bu tezin amacı Avrupa Birliği’nin (AB) bütünleşme süreci içerisinde
yaşadığı krizlere ışık tutmaktır. Bunu yaparken odak noktası yaşanan krizlerin
bütünleşme politikalarına etkisini ortaya çıkarmaktır. Bu sebeple, AB
bütünleşme projelerinin AB’nin yaşamış olduğu krizlerden ne ölçüde
etkilendiği tezin araştırma sorusu olarak belirlenmiştir. Böyle bir sorunun
oluşturulmasındaki sebep AB’nin hali hazırda eşi benzeri görülmemiş
derecede yoğun ve sarsıcı krizler yaşamasıdır. Dahası, krizler siyasi,
ekonomik ve güvenlik gibi farklı başlıklar altında nüksetmektedir. Bu
sebeple, literatürde AB’nin çoklu krizler içerisinde olduğu betimlenmiştir.
Aynı zamanda böyle bir kriz ortamı AB’nin hem şimdiki hem de gelecekteki
kurumsal yapılanması hakkında çok önemli bir rol oynamaktadır.
Tezin araştırma konusu gereği kullanılan araştırma tekniği çoğunlukla
nitel araştırma tekniğidir. Nitel araştırma tekniği bulguları betimleyici bir
şekilde açıklamaya olanak vermiştir. Ek olarak, tezin ele aldığı kriz
konularını, etkilerini ve yansımalarını eleştirel bir şekilde değerlendirmeyi
mümkün kılmıştır. Veri toplama aşamasında çoğunlukla AB’nin ana yayın
organlarından faydalanılmıştır. Kullanılan başlıca kaynaklar AB Komisyon
raporları, AB Konsey karar metinleri, üçüncü ülkelerle yapılan uluslararası
anlaşmalardır. Buna ek olarak, derin bir literatür taraması içerisinde pek çok
güncel eserden ve haber metinlerinden de faydalanılmıştır.
Tezin krizlere yüklediği anlamı ve bu doğrultuda gidişatını anlamak
için öncelikle kriz tanımı yapmak mantıklı olacaktır. Bu tezde kullanıldığı
anlamıyla krizler, ekonomik ve siyasi değişikliklerin beraberinde getirdiği
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dramatik ve ‘belirsiz’ anlardır571. Genellikle böyle belirsizlik anlarında,
önemli reform ve politika inisiyatifleri yürütülemeyecek hale gelir. Bu da
AB’nin yeniden siyasal bir düzenlemeye gerek duyulduğu bir dizi zaman alıcı
ve sorunlu süreçlerden geçmesine neden olmuştur. Böyle süreçler AB’nin
tarihsel amacı ‘daha yakın birlik’ anlayışı için başlıca engelleyici faktörler
olmuştur. Krizlerin ana özelliklerinin sıralanması gerekirse, krizler genellikle
farklı çeşitlerde ve farklı şiddetlerde ortaya çıkarlar. Bu, krizlerin çözümünde
de farklı yöntemler uygulanması gerekliliğini doğurur. Zaman içerisinde
evrimleşip değişen krizler aslında bir bakıma AB siyasi projesinin de zaman
içerisinde değişen dinamiklerinin bir numaralı göstergesi olabilir. Her
dönemin gerekliliği ve getirdikleri burada açık bir farkı ortaya koyar.
Böylelikle krizlerin Birliğin bugünkü şekliyle oluşmasında çok önemli bir rol
oynadığını söylemek oldukça isabetlidir.
Tezin araştırma sorusuyla paralel olarak öncelikle AB’nin tarihsel
bütünleşme sürecinde yaşadığı krizlere ışık tutulmuştur. Üye ülkeler arasında
bütünleşmeye dair çıkan anlaşmazlıklar genişlemenin yaşandığı Avrupa iç
siyasetini ve derinleşmenin dinamiklerini anlamakta öncül rol oynamaktadır.
En basit haliyle, bu bölüm AB’nin zaman içerisinde nasıl krizler zinciri
içerisine girdiğini anlatmaktadır. Bu zincir, AB’nin krizlerinin zaman
içerisinde nasıl biriktiğini göstermektedir. Krizlerin birikimi aynı zamanda
genişleme şartlarını da gitgide zorlaştırmıştır. Bu bağlamda, pek çok kritik
kırılma noktalarıyla karşı karşıya gelen AB’nin bütünleşmesi de hiç kolay
olmamıştır. Aynı doğrultuda, Avrupa bütünleşme sürecinin pek çok iniş ve
çıkışları beraberinde getirdiğini söylemek isabetli olacaktır. Üçüncü bölüm
bu iniş çıkışları dört aşamalı periyodlar içerisinde incelemiştir572. Buna göre;
ilk aşama birliğin kurulma tarihinden ilk genişlemesini (1952-1973)
incelemektedir. Bu aşama bütünleşme yolunda önemli adımların atıldığı
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Ross, G. (2011). The European Union and its crises: through the eyes of the Brussels' elite.
Springer, p.2.
Kühnhardt, L. (Ed.). (2011). Crises in European integration: challenge and response, 19452005 (Vol. 2). Berghahn Books., s.51
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aşamadır. Ancak yine de ‘Avrupa Savunma Topluluğu krizi’, ‘Boş Sandalye
Krizi’, ve Euro-skleroz yaşanmıştır. İlk iki kriz temelde birliğin niteliğinin
nasıl

şekillendirileceğine

dair

üye

ülkelerin

farklı

tercihlerinden

kaynaklanmıştır. Bu daha sonraki zamanlarda da karşılaşılacak olan AB’nin
geleneksel ‘ulus üstü’ ya da ‘hükümetler arası’ yaklaşımların arasında sıkışıp
kalmasının ilk örneğidir. Birliğin oluşturulma şekline dair ortaya çıkan bu
gerginlik krizlerin giderilmesi amacıyla formüle edilen çözüm yollarında da
kendini göstermiştir. Örneğin, boş sandalye krizini çözüme kavuşturmak
amacıyla düzenlenen Lüksemburg uzlaşmasında üye ülkelere ulusal çıkarları
tehdit edildiğinde ‘veto etme’ hakkı tanınmıştır. Tabi ki ulus üstü
yaklaşımlara bir darbe olan bu uygulama, ekonomik krizlerin siyasi krizlere
eklendiği Euro-skleroz sürecinde birliği çıkmaza sürüklemiştir. Dolayısıyla,
1970ler çoğunlukla ‘hükümetler arası’ yaklaşımların ön planda olduğu bir
dönem olmuştur. İkinci aşama ilk genişlemeden Maastricht Anlaşması’na
kadar olan süreci ele almaktadır (1973-1992). Bu aşamada sırasıyla İngiltere
ile yaşanan ‘bütçe krizi’, ardı ardına yaşanan genişlemeler ve anlaşmalara üye
ülkelerin halkları tarafından karşı çıkmalar yaşanmıştır. Tabi ki bu karşı
çıkmaların en büyüğü üçüncü aşama olan Maastricht anlaşmasından Lizbon
Anlaşmasına (1992-2007) kadarki dönemde Avrupa Anayasası’na Fransa ve
Hollanda’nın vetosuyla yaşanmıştır. Bu süreç ne yazık ki AB içerisinde
nükseden ‘genişleme yorgunluğu’ konsepti ile daha da kötüleşmiştir.
Öncelikle belirtilmesi gereken şey, AB’nin varoluş amacınla tamimiyle aynı
doğrultuda oluşturduğu dış politika girişimlerinin en önemli ayağı
genişlemedir. Bu doğrultuda birliğin kuruluşunun 2. Dünya Savaşı’ndan ağır
darbe ve büyük hasarla çıkan Avrupa ülkelerinin böyle yıkıcı bir deneyimi bir
daha tekrarlanmaması isteğine dayandığı hatırlanmalıdır. Bu ancak aralarında
kuracakları ekonomik bağımlılık ile mümkün olacaktır. Öte yandan yeni
işlevselcilik yaklaşımının ön gördüğü ‘yayılma’ gerçekleşmiş ve kurulan bu
ekonomik bağımlılık diğer alanlara da yayılmayla ve ortak girişimler
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oluşturmayla sonuçlanmıştır573. Bu doğrultuda ana dış politika amacı barışın,
refahın ve demokratik prensiplerin korunduğu bir kıta Avrupası yaratmak
olarak belirlenmiştir. Zaman içerisinde AB dünya siyaset sahnesinde eşi
benzeri görülmemiş bir yapı olarak ülkelerin siyasi ve ekonomik birliğine
dayalı bir yapı olarak yerini almıştır. Ancak bu yapının temel olarak
belirlediği dış politika hedefini gerçekleştirmesinin yolunun diğer Avrupa
ülkelerini de birliğe dahil etmesinden geçtiği anlaşılmıştır. İşte bu noktada
karşımıza genişlemenin önemi çıkmaktadır. Aynı anlamda, Kırmacı (2008:
83) genişleme politikasının AB’nin siyasi hak ve özgürlükleri prensip alan
normlara ve değerlere yüklediği anlam ve önemi belirlemede ana gösterge
olduğunu savunmaktadır574.

Genişleme ayrıca AB’nin kendi norm ve

değerlerini yaymasında önemli bir araç olmuştur ki bu da bugünkü ‘Avrupa
üst kimliğinin’ yaratılmasının gerekli ön koşulu olarak değerlendirilebilir575.
Genişleme politikası içerisinde Almanya ve Fransa gibi eski düşmanların
dayanışmasını barındıran birlik açısından, Kahraman’ın (2000: 5) da üzerinde
durduğu gibi AB’nin normatif gücünü kuvvetlendirmiştir576. Anlaşılacağı
gibi genişleme politikasının önemi ortadadır. İlaveten, bünyesine yeni ülkeler
katarak AB global rekabetçiliğini, refahını ve uluslararası aktörlüğünü
pekiştirmiştir577.
Genişlemenin ortaya konulan önemi ve genişleme öncesi tasarlanan
pek çok kapsamlı ön hazırlığa karşın, gelecek yıllarda genişleme kaynaklı
uyumsuzluklar ortaya çıkacaktır. Bu aslında bir bakıma geleneksel doğu/batı
ayrımının birlik içerisinde yaşanmasıdır. Böyle bir ayrım, ülkelerin farklı
ekonomik kalkınmaları, işsizlik ve gelir seviyeleri ile de derinleşmektedir.
Mercan, S. S. (2011). Siyasal Bütünleşme Kuramları Işığında AB Genişlemesi. Ankara Avrupa
Çalışmaları Dergisi, 10(1), 68., s. 71.
574 Kırmacı, M. (2008). Croatia and Turkey: is EU enlargement policy beyond the principle of
conditionality? (Doctoral dissertation, Bilkent University), s.83.
575 Sedelmeier, U. (2003). EU enlargement, identity and the analysis of European foreign policy:
identity formation through policy practice (No. 13). European University Institute (EUI), Robert
Schuman Centre of Advanced Studies (RSCAS), s.1.
576 Kahraman, S. E. (2000). Rethinking Turkey‐European union relations in the light of
enlargement. Turkish Studies, 1(1), 1-20, s. 5.
577 European Comission. European Neighbourhood Policy and Enlargement Negotiations.
https://ec.europa.eu/neighbourhood-enlargement/neighbourhood/overview_en (Erişim tarihi 10,
Temmuz 2017).
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AB genişleme politikası çok geçmeden ‘genişleme yorgunluğu’ ile anılmaya
başlamıştır. Bu tartışmalar özellikle 2004 ve 2007 yılında gerçekleşen
genişleme hamlelerinden sonra, yaygınlaşmıştır578. Genişleme yorgunluğu
olarak adlandırılan konsept AB’nin bünyesine daha fazla aday ülke katma
isteksizliği olarak tanımlanabilir. Genişleme yorgunluğu birliğin siyasi ve
ekonomi homojenliğinin bozulması, AB’nin refah düzeyinin bu durumdan
kötü şekilde etkilenmesi, üye ülkeler arttıkça ‘veto’ olasılığının artması
dolayısıyla AB karar alma mekanizmasının sekteye uğraması, genişleme ve
derinleşme arasında ortaya çıkan gerginlik dolayısıyla yeni üye ülkeleri nasıl
absorbe edeceği sorunlarıyla çıkmaza girmiştir. Ortaya çıkan tabloda
genişlemenin AB’ye yeni bir kriz konsepti getirdiği gözlenmiştir. Bu
anlamda, genişleme hem AB’nin krizlerinden etkilenmiş hem de AB’ye yeni
bir kriz konsepti getirmiştir. Özetle AB’nin krizleri ve genişleme birbirlerini
karşılıklı etkilemektedir. Bu sebeple genişleme de AB’nin siyasi bütünlüğünü
ve hassas mekanizmalarını tehdit edecek hem potansiyel hem de aktüel
krizleri arasında yerini almaktadır.
Böyle bir ortamda, 2005 yılında Fransa ve Hollanda’nın Avrupa
Anayasası’nın reddi bir şok dalgası yaratmıştır. Şok dalgasıyla bütünleşme
ajandasının derinden sarsıldığı AB iç siyaseti krize sürüklenmiş ve ‘tefekkür
sürecinin’ ilan edilmesiyle Birlik geleceği hakkında yeni bir yol haritası
belirlemek üzere genişleme ve bütünleşme inisiyatiflerine 2007 yılına kadar
ara vermiştir. Öyle ki literatürde pek çok değerlendirme bu sürecin bir ‘koma’
dönemi olduğuna dair atıfta bulunmaktadır. Bu tezde de savunulan şey aynı
doğrultuda Avrupa Anayasası’nın reddinin AB’yi tam anlamıyla komaya
sokarak AB’nin geleceği için oldukça ‘belirsiz’ bir ortam yaratmış olmasıdır.
Aslında Fransa ve Hollanda vetosu Avrupa vatandaşlarının, Birliğe ve
Birliğin

elit-düzeyde

yürütülen

politikalarına

karşı

somut

bir

memnuniyetsizliği resmetmiştir. Bunun da ötesinde bir bakıma gelecekteki
bütünleşme ve genişleme inisiyatiflerinin önünde oldukça güçlü bir engel
İKV. AB GENİŞLEMESİ. http://www.ikv.org.tr/ikv.asp?id=281. (Erişim tarihi 11, Temmuz
2017).
578
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olacak aynı zamanda devam eden süreçlerde yaşanacak krizler için önemli
dersler barındıracaktır.
Sonuç olarak AB gelecek hedeflerini belirlemek için bütünleşme ve
genişleme inisiyatiflerine ‘dur’ işareti vermiştir. Avrupa vatandaşlarının
anayasa konusundaki bu tavrı aslında AB entegrasyonu ve bütünleşmesi
hakkındaki olumsuz görüşlerin ilk somut yansıması olmuştur. Bu olumsuz
tavır toplum içerisinde ‘Polonyalı muslukçu’ ya da çoğunlukla bahsi geçirilen
Türkiye’nin üyeliği gibi konularla yaygınlaşmıştır. Ayrıca artan ekonomik
sıkıntılar, işsizlik ve Avrupa vatandaşlarının AB’den uzaklaşması da önemli
zorluklar arasında yerini almıştır. Böyle bir ortamda, gündemlerini genellikle
AB karşıtı propagandayla oluşturan radikal sağ kanat partiler de giderek
tanınırlık kazanmaya başlamışlardır. Bir sonraki aşamada Avrupa iç siyaseti
radikal sağ partilerin tanınırlıktan öte vatandaşlar tarafından destek almaya
başladıklarına şahit olacaktır. Bu aşama yani dördüncü ve son aşamada
görülen şey aslında AB Anayasası’nın reddinden başlayan duraklama
senaryosunun daha da kötüleşmesidir. 2 yıllık kayıp bir zamandan sonra,
2007 yılında Almanya’nın dönem başkanlığıyla duraklama dönemi telafi
edilmeye çalışılmış ve Lizbon Anlaşması’nın düzenlenmesi ve imzalanması
yolunda önemli adımlar atılmıştır. Dördüncü aşama Lizbon Anlaşması’nın
imzalanmasından (2007) günümüze kadar olan dönemi ele almaktadır. Bu
dönemi AB politikalarının siyasallaştırıldığı bir dönem olarak adlandırmak
isabetlidir. AB’nin derin bir teste tabi tutulması olarak da görülebilecek en
ağır krizler-sırasıyla; 2009 Avrupa Borç Krizi, 2015 Mülteci Krizi ve 2016
İngiltere’nin Birlikten çıkma kararını tanımlayan ‘Brexit’- bu dönemde
yaşanmıştır.
2000lere gelene kadar yaşanan kriz birikimi ortadadır. Bu krizlerin
daha da ağırları Yunanistan’da patlak verip daha sonra diğer üye ülkelereİtalya, İrlanda, İspanya, Portekiz- de sıçrayan 2009 Avrupa Borç kriziyle
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başlamıştır579. Aslında, Borç Krizinin temeli 2008’de Amerika Birleşik
Devletleri’nde (ABD) yaşanan Küresel Finans Krizi’ne dayanmaktadır. ABD
kendini büyük bir mortgage krizi içerisinde bulmuş, bu büyük bir kredi
sıkışıklığı ve likidite darlığı yaratmış, hatta Lehmann Brothers gibi finans
kurumları iflaslarını açıklamışlardır580. Bu ekonomik çıkmaz Avrupa finansal
marketlerinde de durgunluğa sebep olmuştur. Daha sonraki dönemde Avrupa
Borç krizi içerisine girmiştir. Bu krizin ekonomik olarak yıkıcı olan tarafının
yanında siyasi bir krize dönüşmesi de oldukça önemlidir. Ekonomi kaynaklı
sebepleri siyasi krize dönüştüren unsurlar; Avrupa Parasal Topluluğu’nun
oluşumundaki yapısal bozuklukların- mali merkezi bir birlik sağlanamadan
merkezi parasal birlik- ayyuka çıkması, Yunanistan gibi iflasa sürüklenen üye
ülkelerle Almanya gibi mali bakımdan güçlü üye ülkeler arasında giderek
artan kutuplaşma ve kurtarma paketleri üzerinde yaşanan yoğun
anlaşmazlıklardır581. Dahası, iflasın eşiğine gelen ülkelerin iflastan kurtarılma
olasılıkları ancak mali durumu kuvvetli üye ülkelerin isteklerine bağlıydı.
Düzenlenen bir dizi hükümetler arası zirvelerden sonra ‘kurtarma
paketleri’ üzerinde mutabık kılınmıştır. Buna göre Troyka olarak adlandırılan
Uluslararası Para Fonu (IMF), Avrupa Merkez Bankası (AMB) ve Avrupa
Komisyonundan oluşan üçlü heyet ekonomik kurtarma paketlerinin
yürütülmesinde inisiyatif almışlardır. Aynı doğrultuda 2011 yılında ‘İstikrar
ve

Büyüme

Paktı’nın

geliştirilmesi,

makroekonomik

politikaların

güçlendirilmesi ve bütçe disiplinin oluşturulması yönünde sırasıyla ‘ikili
paket’ ve ‘altılı paket’ düzenlenmiştir582. Ek olarak 2010 da geçici Avrupa
Finansal Stabilite Merkezi 2013 yılında da Avrupa Stabilite Mekanizması
(ESM) kuruldu. Görülen o ki bu inisiyatifler mali birlik yönünde atılan ve
kriz ortamı dışarısında bahsi geçmeyecek olan önemli adımlardır. Ancak öte
yandan geniş Avrupa vatandaşlarının topyekûn tepkilerini çekmişlerdir.
Ergin, N. E. (2013). Hasta adam Avrupa: Avro krizi: Avro bölgesinde borç krizi ve krize karşı
alınan tedbirler. Maliye Hesap Uzmanları Derneği, s. 22.
580 Ibid.
581 Ibid., s.23.
582 European Stability Mechanism. https://www.esm.europa.eu/efsf-overview. (Erişim Tarihi 15,
Temmuz 2017)
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Öncelikle kurtarma paketleri karşılığında istenen kemer sıkma politikaları
oldukça

ağır

koşullar

içermektedir.

Kemer

sıkma

politikalarının

uygulanmaması halinde Yunanistan’ın parasal birlikten çıkışı söz konusu
olmuş ve bu da hali hazırda nükseden kitleleri ve AB bürokratları ayrışmasını
derinleştirmiştir. Kitleler bu bağlamda AB ve AB bürokratlarını ağır kemer
sıkma politikalarının suçlusu olarak nitelendirmişlerdir. Bunun en önemli
kanıtı 2015 Yunanistan seçimlerinde kurtarma paketlerine sert bir şekilde
karşı çıkan radikal sol Syriza Partisi’nin kazanması olmuştur. Dolayısıyla,
mali kriz süreci siyasi bir krize dönüşerek AB’nin vatandaşların tepkileriyle,
protestolarla ve ulusal hükümetlere karşı artan güvensizlik sorunlarıyla
yüzleşmek zorunda kaldığı bir dönem olmuştur. Bu ortam, AB karşıtı radikal
sağ partilerin de siyasi güç talebinde bulunmaları için uygun bir zemin
hazırlamıştır. Radikal sağ partilerin ekonomik krizden derinden etkilenen
kitleleri mobilize etmesi normalde elit düzeyde yürütülen AB politikalarının
giderek siyasallaşmasına yani vatandaşların da bu politikalara giderek
müdahale etmesine sebep olmuştur. Herhangi bir politika yapımında
kitlelerin isteklerinin de karşılanması gerekliliği hızlı ve sorunsuz bir reform
planı oluşturmayı engellemiştir. Sonuç olarak AB politikaları ki buna
genişleme ajandası da dahil olmak üzere artarak tartışma, siyasallaşma ve
derin anlaşmazlıkların nüksettiği bir yapıya bürünmüştür.
Avrupa entegrasyonunun karanlık bir tabloya boyandığı bu yıllar
Birliğin en güncel ve en derinden sarsıldığı iki kriz ile devam edecektir. Bu
bağlamda üçüncü bölümün son kısmı AB gündemini derinden etkileyen son
krizleri sırasıyla Avrupa Mülteci Krizi ve İngiltere’nin Birlikten ayrılma
kararını incelemiştir. Mülteci krizine karşı Avrupa’nın oldukça etkisiz kalan
müdahalesini anlamak için öncelikle Avrupa Ortak Mülteci Politikasına ışık
tutulmuştur. Böyle bir araştırmanın amacı Birliğin mülteci akınını
yönetmedeki başarısızlığının ortak politikanın zayıflıklarınla ne derece ilgisi
olduğunu ortaya koymaktır. Tarihsel olarak ulus üstü bir yapı kurmanın
dışında hükümetler arası bir yapı olarak dizayn edilmesi mülteci ve mülteci
politikalarının yürütülmesinde tam anlamıyla bir ortaklık kurulamadığının
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aşikâr bir kanıtıdır. Aynı zamanda bir politika oluşumunda geleneksel
hükümetler arası ya da ulus üstü ikilemi arasında sıkışıp kalan AB’nin mülteci
politikasında da bu ikilemi gideremediğini göstermektedir. Fakat mülteci
politikasının zayıflıkları krizin derinleşmesindeki tek faktör olmamıştır.
Özellikle AB’nin kendi sınırları dışarısında gerçekleşen bir krizi
içselleştirmesi dikkat çekicidir. Bu sebeple kriz çoğu zaman ‘Avrupa’ mülteci
krizi olarak anılmaktadır. Fakat mülteci akınına maruz ve pek çok insana
barınma sağlamak durumunda kalan tek yapı AB değildir. Bu aslında global
olarak yaşanan krizdir. Ancak mülteci akımından dolayı sınırları içerisinde
‘siyasi kriz’ yaşayan tek siyasi yapı AB’dir. Üye ülkeler ortak bir aksiyon
planı yürütememişler hatta çoğunlukla kriz kaynaklı yük paylaşımından
kaçınmışlardır. Liberal norm ve değerleri ön planda tutan AB’nin krize karşı
cevabı üye ülkelerin bu tutumları yüzünden ağır bir şekilde ‘ikiyüzlülük’
olarak değerlendirilmiş ve eleştirilmiştir. Öte yandan, giderek artan terör
saldırıları tüm AB’de geniş anlamda güvensizlik ortamı yaratmış ki bu da üye
ülkelerin mülteci krizine ortak bir çözüm bulmalarından ziyade kendi ulusal
güvenlik çıkarları ön planda tutmalarına sebep olmuştur. Tüm bu
özellikleriyle mülteci krizi Avrupa dayanışmasını büyük ölçüde tehlikeye
sokarak teste tabi tutmuştur. Buna ek olarak, krizlerden oldukça etkilenen
Avrupa iç siyasetinde yabancı düşmanlığı, radikal sağ kanat, Euro-septikler
ve siyasi ayrışmalar artmıştır.
Mülteci krizinin incelenmesinde önem atfedilen bir diğer konu ABTürkiye ilişkileri olmuştur. Orta Doğu ile Avrupa arasındaki ana geçiş noktası
olması ve kapılarını her ülkeden fazla sayıda Suriyeliye açmasıyla Türkiye,
AB’de nükseden mülteci krizinde kilit aktör olarak görülmüştür. Türkiye AB
ilişkileri çoğunlukla pek çok iniş ve çıkışların olduğu bir ilişki olarak
tanımlanırken, bu tezde AB’de ortaya çıkan bu mülteci krizi ortamının gerçek
bir AB-Türkiye yakınlaşmasına sebep olabilecek nitelikte olup olmadığı
araştırılmıştır. Tabi ki böyle bir ihtimal artan ikili görüşmeler, düzenlenen
zirveler ve hükümetler arası görüşmeler sayesinde gündeme gelmiştir.
Aslında

mevzu

bahis

olan

yakınlaşma
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karşılıklı

ilişkiler

esasına

dayanmaktadır. AB sınırlarındaki yoğun mülteci akımını durdurmak kırılma
noktası yaşanan ve oldukça gerginleşen AB iç siyasetinde bir rahatlama
meydana getirecektir. Öte yandan anlaşmalar çerçevesinde sözü verilen ‘vize
serbesti’ Türk iç siyasetinde propaganda aracı olacaktır. Bu yönüyle Suriyeli
mülteciler ‘pazarlık aracı’ olmuştur. Türkiye’ye yönelik Suriyeli mültecilerin
barındırılması noktasında yapılan mali yardım da hesaba katılırsa mülteci
krizinin çözümüne yönelik düzenlenen Kasım Zirvesi’nin genel çerçevesi bu
şekilde özetlenebilir. Ne yazık ki, zaman içerisinde anlaşılan şey ikili
ilişkilerin yeşermesi ve Türkiye’nin AB’ye nihai bir katılımı söz konusu
olmamasıdır. Bu sebeple Türkiye’nin AB için tarihsel olarak ‘stratejik ortak’
konumu bir kere daha yinelenmiş ve bu doğrultuda Türkiye AB’nin tampon
bölgesi olarak konumlandırılmıştır.
Son olarak, Avrupa vatandaşlarının AB ve politikalarına- ki ikisi de
globalleşmenin ajanı olarak atfedilmiş- karşı somut tepkisi olan İngiltere’nin
Birlikten ayrılma kararı; ‘Brexit’ incelenmiştir. Brexit incelenirken üzerinde
durulan ilk soru İngiltere’nin çıkışı tartışmasının bu tezde kullanılan anlamda
bir ‘kriz’ olup olmadığını saptamak üzerine kurulmuştur. İncelemeler
sonucunda daha önceki krizlerin niteliği gibi Brexit’in de Avrupa entegrasyon
süreci için ‘belirsizlik anı’ yaratmasından dolayı bu tezde kullanılan
anlamdaki krizlerden sayılabileceği ortaya konmuştur. Tabi ki böyle bir
konumlandırma Brexit tartışmasının diğer krizlerde bulunmayan kendine has
ortaya çıkardığı sorunları ve tehditleri göz ardı etmek amacı taşımamaktadır.
Bu doğrultuda ana bulgular Birlikten ayrılma taraftarı olmaya iten sebeplerin
aynı zamanda ilk etapta referandumun düzenlenmesine de ön ayak olan
sebepler olduğudur. Bu özelliğiyle referandumun düzenlenmesini arkasındaki
faktörler ve Birlikten ayrılma nedenleri aynı çatı altında incelenmiştir.
Hali hazırda yaşanan ekonomik, siyasal ve güvenlik krizleri
İngiltere’nin Birliğe karşı uyum ve entegresini sekteye uğratmıştı. Ancak pek
çok politikaya karşı olumsuz tutumu ve genelde hükümetler arası bir iş
birliğinden yana tavır takınması sebebiyle İngiltere’nin hiçbir zaman tam
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anlamıyla ‘entegre’ olduğu da söylenemez. Mevcut Euro-septik görüşler kriz
ortamında daha da güçlenmiştir. Buna ek olarak Birlikten ayrılma ya da
Birlikte kalma ayrışması gibi referandum genç, eğitimli ve zengin kesime
karşıt yaşlı, eğitimsiz ve fakir, küreselleşmenin kazananlarına karşı
küreselleşmenin kaybedenleri gibi ulusal bir ayrışma yaratmıştır. Üye ülke
düzeyinde böyle bir ulusal bir ayrışma, AB düzeyinde böyle bir derin kriz
ortamı içerisinde Birlikten ayrılma arzusunda olan tarafın çözümü siyasi,
ekonomik ve güvenlik gibi önemli ulusal meselelerin kontrolünün
Brüksel’den geri alınmasında görmüştür. Ayrıca AB’nin muhtemel
Türkiye’nin de katılımıyla- ne kadar uzak bir ihtimal olsa da-gelecekteki
genişleme perspektifi de İngiliz çıkarlarınla tamamıyla çelişkili olarak
resmedilmiştir. Diğer yandan Birlikten kalma taraftarı olanlar İngiltere’nin
ekonomik istikrarını, global nüfuzunu, ticari ve yatırım imkânlarını ön plana
çıkarmışlardır.
İngiltere’nin %52 oranında Birlikten çıkması kararı ile sonuçlanan
referandumu AB’de geniş bir yankı bulmuştur. Gelecek siyasi adımlar için
ani bir ‘belirsizlik’ anı yükselmiştir. Bunun İngiltere’de yansıması ‘ayrılma’
prosedürlerini hemen başlatılıp başlatılmaması belirsizliğiydi. Ayrılma kararı
aynı zamanda AB içerisinde kalmaktan yana olan İskoçya’nın akıbeti için de
bir belirsizlik yarattı. Dolayısıyla, İskoçya’nın yeniden İngiltere’den ayrılma
referandumu düzenlenemesin gündeme geldi. Bu tezin yazıldığı tarih
itibariyle bu konu üzerindeki tartışmalar devam etmektedir. Öte yandan
AB’ye yansıyan belirsizlik geriye kalan 27 üye ülkesi için nasıl bir yol
haritasının tasarlanacağı yönündeydi. Literatürdeki tartışmalar da bu
belirsizlikten

etkilenerek

yönünü

‘farklılaştırılmış

entegrasyondan

‘disintegrasyona’ kaymıştır. Farklılaştırılmış entegrasyon bazı üye ülkelere
kimi politikalara dahil olmama esnekliği sağlarken ‘disintegrasyon’ Avrupa
siyasi projesinin tamimiyle çöküşüne işaret etmektedir. Bu sebeple, AB’nin
yüzleştiği tehdidin boyutu oldukça açıktır. Bu aynı zamanda krizlerin Birliği
nasıl bir ortama sürükleyebildiğinin de en önemli göstergesi olmuş ve
krizlerin önemini bir kez daha gözler önüne sermiştir. Böyle bir ortamın
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krizlerin öneminin üzerinde durarak iyi anlaşılması AB’nin geleceğinin nasıl
şekilleneceğine dair herhangi bir çıkarımda bulunmakta öncül bir rol
oynamaktadır.
Ortaya çıkan belirsizlik ve karanlık tablo içerisinde tezin son yorum
ve görüşleri AB’nin geleceğinin nasıl şekilleneceğine dair varsayımlara
ayrılmıştır. Aslında bu varsayımlar AB Komisyonu’nun mart ayında çıkarmış
olduğu “AB’nin geleceğine dair beyaz kitap” içerisinde tasarlanan 5
senaryodan yararlanılmıştır. Buna göre bahsi geçen 5 senaryo AB’nin 2025’e
kadar takip edebileceği olası yol haritalarını düzenlemiştir. Bu tez bu
senaryolardan ‘farklılaştırılmış entegrasyona devam edilmesini öneren
senaryonun izleneceğinden yana bir tavır takınmıştır. Bunun sebebi, böyle bir
uygulamanın daha derin entegrasyona karşı istekli olan üye ülkelerin
isteklerinin karşılanırken derinleşmeye karşı olumsuz tavır takınan üye
ülkelerin de herhangi bir olası müdahalelerinden kaçınılacak olmasıdır. Aynı
zamanda oluşturulan politikalar genellikle baştan olumsuz tavır takınıp daha
sonra politikaya dahil olma yönünde fikir değiştiren üye ülkelerin de
katılımına açık olduğu için farklılaştırılmış entegrasyon bir orta yol olarak
değerlendirilebilir. Bu bilgiler ışığında, ortaya konulan varsayımlardan
ziyade AB’nin geleceğinin AB vatandaşları ve bürokratlarının gelecekteki
tavrı ve tutumuna bağlı olduğu oldukça aşikardır. Gelecekte nasıl bir yol
izleneceği hala belirsiz olmasına rağmen altının çizilmesi gereken kesin bir
nokta vardır. Bu da bu tezin araştırma sorusunun yanıtı olan AB’nin krizlerin
giderilmesine büyük bir çaba addederken bir zamanlar hırslı ve yoğun bir
şekilde yürüttüğü bütünleşme adımları ve inisiyatiflerinden oldukça
uzaklaşmış olmasıdır.
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